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ABSTRACT
The ever-increasing demand for improved fuel-efficiency and weight reduction has
resulted in increased focus on porous materials. Cellular porous materials offer designers a route
towards improving structural properties while improving the structure functionality—such as
increase thermal dissipation, fluid transport, and acoustic absorption. The acoustic properties of
porous materials, the subject of this thesis, offer an ideal solution for reducing aircraft noise
emanated from commercial turbofan engines. However, including such materials within
engineering design requires an improved understanding of their acoustic properties and the
dependence of these properties on the various transport parameters associated with porous
materials.
While these properties may be directly measured using lab instrumentation, such
measurements are often time consuming and require significant investment. The recently
developed inverse characterization technique which allows the calculation of acoustic transport
properties from impedance tube measurements offers a cheaper and more efficient alternative to
such direct methods. To this end, the focus of this thesis is to clarify the suitability of this method
when applied to various porous materials. Here, we compare the direct measurement with
predictions obtained using the commercial inverse characterization software FOAMX, which uses
impedance tube absorption data to inversely calculate acoustic transport properties using either the
equivalent fluid model or the poroelastic model. The study compare the predictions obtained by
both models and demonstrate the suitability of each method for various porous material. The
results obtained show that the calculated material parameters can vary drastically depending on
the method used and material model selected by the user. Further, the effect of the measured
material properties on the predicted absorption behavior is compared with experimental results.
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PREFACE
The first Wichita State University Graduate School manual summarizing thesis and dissertation
preparation and procedures was produced to facilitate the production of theses and
dissertations by Wevita Vidanalage Dona Dilanki Terrenska
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Sound is the form of energy traveling through a medium that can be sometimes heard by a
person or animal. Humans are accustomed to hearing only in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 20
kHz. Extreme exposure to sound with higher frequency results in many health-related issues. We
can avoid these issues by understanding the absorption and transmission of sound through different
materials and improving acoustic energy dissipation for better applications that can be used around
human and animals. In theory, the ideal acoustic scenarios are when the fluid under acoustic
excitation is inviscid, lossless, and adiabatic, but the reversal of the same scenarios can be used to
reduce the energy in sound waves. The main forces on the current acoustic application are noise
reduction using sound absorption. However, to understand the sound absorption, it is crucial to
control the parameters that contribute to the sound absorbing coefficients. We can identify these
parameters by testing the materials and studying models used in acoustic energy dissipation
concepts.
1.1 Noise
Noise is the “regular exposure to elevated sound levels that may lead to adverse effects in
humans or other living organisms”, according to an article published in Environment Pollution
Centers website[1]. Noise pollution occurs due to traffic noise in train stations, industrial noise,
air traffic, construction sounds, and loud music near commercial venues. Researchers have shown
that exposure to such noise contributes to elevated blood levels and blood pressure resulting in
hypertension and cardiovascular dysfunction [2]. University of Bern reports that there is a 30%
higher risk of death due to heart attacks for citizens that get exposed to 60 dB noise per day as
compared to 45 dB per day [3].
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Even though dementia is not a direct result of noise pollution, it can increase the discomfort
of the patient. Noise surpassing 140 dB can cause permanent hearing loss, while constant exposure
to the noise may cause sleep deprivation, physical dysfunction[1] and complications in the weight
of a child during pregnancy [3].
The effect of noise pollution is not limited to humans; it equally affects marine and wildlife.
For example, noise produced by shipping vessels affect whales’ communication, their ability to
orient themselves by hearing and their re-productivity. In addition, high sound level effects the
feeding habits of dolphins and it reduce the life expectancy of many wildlife animals [1].
1.1.1

Aircraft Noise
Noise pollution around the world is increasing significantly due to increased air traffic and

large engines used in airplanes. Aircraft noise have become one of the main issues in the last few
decades; this is reflected in the increase in noise complaints to FAA by people living in the airport
vicinities. These complaints included incidents related to sleep deprivation and stress in
communities around airports [2]. As an effort for noise control, a Scandinavian airport, in
Copenhagen, established noise level monitoring centers to maintain the noise below 65dB [2].

Figure 1.1: The different structures on the plate that contribute to the overall aircraft noise [5].
2

The three main sources that create sound in aircrafts are as follows: structural noise from
the airframe; the supersonic jet noise generated from the prop fans, propellers, and rotors; and the
turbo machinery noise produced by the turbines and the compressors. Figure 1.1 shows different
elements that contribute to the noise of an aircraft. Turbofan engine is the largest contributor to
external aircraft noise; and the most common method of propulsion used in many aircrafts. The
modern subsonic aircrafts use these engines, due to their high fuel efficiency and power supply;
but the high bypass ratio within the engine creates high aircraft noise [4].
The aircraft industry is interested in minimizing the turbofan noise due stator/rotor
interaction and the turbulence. The air that travels over the plane structure causes a high variation
in the pressure and it becomes noise to the observer. These pressure fluctuations can occur when
aircraft engine creates a high temperature and pressure differences that make discontinuities in the
engine airflow. Landing gears, wetted areas in the aircraft and high lift devices are some additional
structures that create noise from turbulence around the plane [4].
The engine manufactures are interested in the acoustic liners that help to control the
excessive noise levels generated by the engines because of the FAA regulations. Acoustic liners
are formed by placing the absorbing materials on the inner surfaces of the engines, where it reduces
the noise levels in the far field. While honeycomb is the most used structure to reduce aircraft
noise; aluminum foam and composite structures are of interest to recent studies and developments.
A model developed using honeycomb material with a perforated sheet act as a single layer acoustic
liner that uses single-degree-of-freedom resonators, but it can be developed to use multiple layered
liners that use multiple-degree-of-freedom[4]. Chambers et al. [6] have used an alternative method
of using a linear configuration with mass and volume constraints, which have a geometry of a
folded core. The low frequency absorption properties of these structures show energy loss because
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of the interactions between the resonance and the impedance in the dominant low frequency [6].
1.2 Porous Acoustic Absorbers
Many researchers have shown interest in porous material used for noise reduction. A
porous structure has two main parts: a frame and a saturating fluid such as air. The frame consists
of channels, cavities and cracks that help to dissipate the acoustic energy as viscous, thermal, and
mechanical losses. The viscous losses result due to the air compression when it is traveling through
the pores. The thermal loss occurs due to the friction originated between the frame and the air
molecules; where vibrating molecules hit the frame of the porous materials and dissipate energy
as heat loss. Transverse wave traveling through the structure leads to the mechanical loss of the
material. These energy losses are the reason that the porous material can absorb a much broader
range of frequencies in a sound wave. [7].
The commercially available porous absorbers have three mechanisms to dissipate acoustic
energy: membrane absorbers, mostly used by composite structure; Helmholtz resonator; and
perforated absorbers, that use the internal resonance effect. However, the resonance effect has a
good sound absorbance only in the low frequency range, which limits the applications of the
material for absorbing high frequency sound waves [7].
We categorize the mechanical properties from a solid frame absorber as rigid, limp and
elastic. The frame of a rigid material has negligible effect when the wave is traveling through the
medium. Limp materials have slow stiffness in the frame when the fluid is not present inside. For
example, considered a balloon with latex material. The poroelastic frame allows waves to travel
through in transverse and longitudinal directions, which contributes to the energy absorption as
much as the fluid phase. These materials have energy traveling as a compressional wave in the
transverse and longitudinal directions. The rigid and limp material will have only one type of
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longitudinal wave that travels using the fluid medium. The longitudinal waves in these materials
have the particles vibrating parallel to the direction of propagation [7].
1.2.1 Material Used as Porous Absorbers
1.2.1.1 Aluminum Foam
The aluminum foam has recently gained popularity since it consists of both structural and
acoustic properties. The aluminum foam manufacturers such as ERG Aerospace, Mott Corp.,
Foamtech and Alumtum in Korea, M-pore in Germany, etc. is heavily involved in improving the
quality of the aluminum foams.[8] ERG aerospace has wide variety of foams with additional
materials such as carbon, copper, and silicon carbide [9].

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2: Metal foam sound absorption and the results shown by the (a) Foamtech company[2]
and (b) ERG aerospace company[9]
The metal foams are categorized as closed cell structures, manufactured using melt
metallurgical route; and open cell structures, manufactured using polymer sponge and dissolution
of a placeholder. These manufacturing processes contribute to make specific properties of Al foam
[10]; for example, ERG aerospace who uses a polymer sponge structure to replicate the open pore
morphology. The polymer with great sound absorption properties are used to create ERG Al foam
properties such as: low density, isotropic load response, controlled stress-strain properties, high
5

ratio of between surface area and volume and a high ratio between strength and weight, etc.[9]
Figure 1.2 (a) shown below is the sound absorption mechanism of Foamtech [2] and (b) a cellular
structure of ERG Al foam[9].
1.2.1.2 Melamine Foam
The most common commercially used melamine foams are the Melatech and they are
famous for variety of melamine products [11]. The melamine foam has larger rate of pore opening,
which lead to faster dissipation of the acoustic energy; since the sound waves can easily travel
through the structure [12]. Melamine is a low-cost material used in a wide variety of industry
applications in aerospace and constructions as insulations, hydrophobic surfaces, and fire
retardants. There are varies of melamine foams that have mixed properties which include high
absorption properties [13].
1.2.1.3 Polyimide Foam
Polyimide has high sound absorption properties compared to most other foams in the
industry. The aerospace industry uses this material since it is lightweight and a large contributor
to energy efficient and safer aerospace structures. The foams are fire resistant, non-toxic, larger
temperature range applications, with high durability and low maintenance. [14] One of the useful
applications of polyimide foams are in the US Patent US5662293A. This patent describes a
random, a structure that used to protect devices from the electromagnetic radiation. Random used
a closed celled polyimide foam parallel to the skin to create a laminate structure.[15] According
to Soundown website[16], Table 1.1 summarizes the absorption of commercially available
polyimide foam for different frequencies of interest; and it shows that high absorbance can be seen
in 500-4000Hz for both 1 and 2 inch samples. [16] According to the website, these materials are
used in the military vehicles that has requirements of DOD-I-24688 Type, I, Type II, Class 1, and
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Class II; it is also known as the “Insulation Thermal and Acoustic Absorptive Cellular Polyimide
Foam Specification” [17].
TABLE 1.1
THE ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF MODIFIED POLYIMIDE FOAMS[16]

1.2.2 Sustainability of Porous Materials
The industry has more focus on the sustainability of the materials used in aerospace
applications. According Asdrubali et al. [18] materials with minimized environment pollution
when analyzed using a life cycle assessment: flax, bamboo, kenaf, coc fibers, recycled cellulose
fibers, and cork or rubber layers. The focus of this study is promoting more green production lines
and limiting the impact of using synthetic materials as better sound absorbers. Asdrubali et al. [18]
has shown that materials such as kenaf, cellulose, glass wool, and rock wool, with approximately
5 cm thickness, has sound absorption values between 0.7 - 1 at a frequency of 500 Hz. However,
they need to complete further testing to finalize these materials properties for the full frequency
range [18].
1.2.3 Manufacturing Processes of Different Types of Fiber and Foam Materials
One of the added advantages of porous materials is that it has a lightweight, low cost, and
a more feasible manufacturing process. The manufacturing process plays a vital role in sound
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absorption since it directly affects the pore structure of a material, since pore shape and fiber
orientation can govern the absorption models given in Section 2.2. They categorize the most used
porous sound absorption material into two types, such as fiber and foam materials. Fibers leave
channels of air in the materials whereas foam materials have an open or closed cellular structure.
Foam material manufacturer considers three design criteria when manufacturing the materials,
such as the interconnected pore sizes, the number of pores in the materials and the channels that
connect the surface and the inner surfaces of the materials, which are the main contributors to
sound absorption.[7].
The foam structures have the advantage of large surface areas and the types of pores in
them are separated into three different categories: closed pores, semi-open pores, and open pores.
Most sound absorption models are used to predict the absorption in open pore structures. Open
cell foams are made when the pressure in the pore is higher than the strength of the foam walls.
The close pores are formed when the walls of the cavities solidify faster and the semi open pores
are created when thin wall layers break during the process [7].
We can divide material use for foam manufacturing into three categories, such as the hybrid
foams, organic foams, and inorganic foams. The organic foam allows us to control the
microstructure of the materials and easy production methods. The polyvinyl, epoxy, and polyimide
foams are among the many foams that use polymerization methods for manufacturing. When
considering the poly urethane samples, the pores are originated from the polymerization process
and the cell size can be controlled using the blowing and the gelling methods[7].
For an instance, the thick cells of a porous sample allow low flow rates, which can
ultimately affect the sound absorption. Having higher flow resistivity does not always contribute
to higher absorption, since it is more likely to reflect sound wave back to the source. Therefore,
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manufacturer should have better control and a balance over the transport properties of the foams
since the smallest change microstructure affect final results. According to Cao et al. [7]
manufacturing process of the foam depends on formulas or the chemicals such as catalysts, matrix
modulus, foaming agents, and the use of surfactants; and the blowing process, which depend on
the blowing velocity and the pressure in the cavity[7]. The effects of the microstructure are further
discussed in Section 1.2.4.

Figure 1.3: The manufacturing process of alloy foam using the precursor method.[9]
Another type of foams that has better control over the porosity of the foam is poly lactic
acid that uses precursor templates to create foams. We commonly know this method as the template
removing method. The polymer matrix is mixed with solid templates such as crystals of potassium
chloride or sodium chloride and polyethylene glycol powders in a mold; and subjected to high
melting temperatures. The leaching method extracts the material and leaves the pore shape in the
size of the solid template used. This method controls the pore microstructure by controlling the
solid particle size and a mixture of the polymer material [7].
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The hybrid foams use particles or fibers along with the synthesis conditions to control the
microstructure properties. The fibers are directly mixed with the polymer mixture using the
sonification process. Increase reticulation rate and effect of the sonification process helps to
reduce the cell size of these materials. The directions of the channels created in the foam structure
decide the amount of energy absorbed and the process will be improved by increasing the number
of with oblique directions. These channels increase the friction between the air and the frame and
cause air flow reflections in multiple directions [7].
The fillers used for the hybrid foam manufacturing are the alkali-treated wood fiber, lealeaf fiber, and inorganic fiber and bamboo fibers. This foam generation uses a post-treatment using
graphene oxide that can get better tortuosity and flow resistivity values. Then the materials are
heat treated to get the final skeleton of the material. We commonly see this process in the
production of melamine foams. The melamine foams that are used for graphene oxide have better
fire retardant and moisture absorption properties as well as higher sound absorption qualities in
low frequencies [7].
1.2.4 Microstructure of Porous Absorbers.
The microstructure of the porous material governs the acoustic transport properties that are
used to derive the sound absorption models listed in this study. According to Doutres et al. [19]
the evolution of the relationship between the pore structure and the parameters are identified by
Allard and Attala, where they proposed an analytical expression that show the relationship between
the fiber diameter of the fibrous material and the viscous characteristic length. Then Gibson and
Ashby showed that the porosity of the material can be calculated using the thickness and the strut
length of a of an identified cell. Perrot proposed a method to calculate the thermal characteristic
length using the unit-cell with tetrakaidekahedral. Then Lind-Nordgren and Göransson showed
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that a scaling law can be derived by using the cell and strut shapes of the unit cell to calculate the
flow resistivity [19].

Figure 1.4: The microstructure of (a) polyurethane foam[20] and (b) a Al foam[9]
According Doutres et al.’s study performed to understand the microstructure of the
polyurethane foams: fully reticulated foams have low flow resistivity and increasing the cell size
increase the thermal and viscous characteristic lengths, but does not affect the porosity and the
tortuosity of the sample significantly. Additionally, the ratio between the thermal and viscous
lengths decrease with increasing cell size. In the case of partially reticulated material, while the
porosity is not influenced, air flow resistivity and the tortuosity will increase. If the amount of
closed pores content on the material is directly proportional to tortuosity and viscous length; small
cell size produces higher flow resistivity and the higher close pore content increase with the
reticulation rate. If the cell consists of membranes, this decrease the two characteristic lengths [19].
1.2 Acoustic Energy Dissipation
Many researchers have difficulty in developing models that predict the energy dissipation due
to low frequency waves. The initial development of the models shows that the structures under
investigation require a unit cell that can capture the long wavelengths of sound waves. Once a cell
geometry is finalized, the microstructure of the material and theory of acoustic energy dissipation
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are used to derive equations for the acoustic transport properties. There properties will be helpful
in developing manufacturing capabilities that provide optimized porous samples. In this section
we will discuss the three forms of acoustic energy dissipation that contribute to the initial stages
of sound absorption modeling. The three main forms of acoustic energy dissipation in sound
absorbing porous materials are viscous, thermal, and structural dissipation.
1.3.1 Dissipation from Viscous Flow
Viscous losses occur due to relative motion between the different section of the same
medium such as shear deformation where the compression and expansion carry the transmission
of sound. According to Kinsler et al. [21] the tensor analysis gives the force equation and using
the Naiver Stokes equation, which is a nonlinear equation and applicable only in the absence of
external body forces, we will see,
ρ

+(u.∇ ) u = -∇p + ( η+η )∇(∇.u – η∇ x ∇ x u

(1.1)

The coefficients η and η are the viscosity coefficients given in Pascal seconds. We denote
the coefficient of viscosity as η and it is a measure of the diffusion due to the molecular momentum
collisions that occur with the presence of different fluid velocities. This coefficient is independent
of the frequency and it depends only on the temperature values. The coefficient of the bulk
viscosity is given by η , it is finite to all fluids except in monatomic gases, where η = 0. This
coefficient is a measurement of the energy conversion between structural potential energy states,
internal molecular states, and the molecular motion. However, the energy loss due to a viscous
effect occurs in a state of equilibrium. The pressure and the temperature of the fluid compress or
come in contact to create a time delay when the acoustic energy convert to thermal energy. In
Equation (1) the term “η∇ x ∇ x u” represents the dissipation of acoustic energy involving
turbulence, laminar flow, and vorticity. In linear acoustic, these effects are applicable only in small
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areas near the boundaries and therefore considered negligible [21].
The size of the pore has a direct impact on the flow inside the material. It is one indicator
that can show the behavior of pressure inside the material. According to Kuczmarski et al.[22] the
flow of the material is governed by the Knudsen number (Kn). It is the ratio between the mean
free path of the air molecules and the characteristic length, which is the mean distance between the
pore walls. The materials are then separated into three categories based on the Knudsen number,
such as,
Kn<< 1: Viscous flow dominates
Kn = 1: Both viscous and molecular flow are important
Kn>> 1: Molecular flow dominates.
The materials that have viscous flow or higher Kn value allow the pressure waves
sufficiently reflect inside, which allow it to act as a better sound absorber. In the low Kn values
the penetration of the pressure waves are not sufficient to create reflections, therefore it leads to
create low sound absorption values [22].
1.3.2 Dissipation from Thermal Conduction
Thermal conduction can dissipate the acoustic energy in the fluid. When a fluid undergoes
an acoustic excitation, the regions of the fluid that have been subjected to compression will have
a high temperature than the areas that have less density [21].
According to Kinsler et al. [21] the lossless perfect gas will be at an equilibrium such that:
T = Teq + Teq (y-1) s where the s =

,

(1.1)

Then the magnitude of the temperature fluctuation will be given such that,
|T

Teq|= Teq (y-1)
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(1.2)

In a lossy medium the amplitude of the pressure gas and the fluctuation of the temperature
will decay. However, according to kinetic theory, the translation of the kinetic energy is
proportional to temperature. Therefore, the relationship between the change of thermal energy and
the temperature is given by
= cp ρ

(1.3)

Cp is denoted as the specific heat at constant pressure in J/Kg. K
The diffusion equation is given by,
ΔTΔt = ( k/cpρ0 ) ∇2T

(1.4)

where k is the thermal conductivity in W/(m.K)
By combining Equations 4 and 5,
= k2 ∇2T

(1.5)

Then by integrating the above equation over volume and approximating the volume to be
of a cylinder with length ‘λ=2π/k’, surface area, ‘S’ and volume V then averaging over a period of
the motion and simplifying the equation given that the absorption coefficient of the thermal
conduction to be,
αk =

(1.6)

Then the classical absorption coefficient, the sum of the thermal and the viscous absorption
coefficients are given as αc, under the stokes assumption, η = 0[21].

Therefore,
η

α=
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(1.7)

1.3.3 Structural Dissipation
According to Perrot et al. [23] the Biot theory is a porous frame saturated with fluid. The
system has three waves: a compressional and a shear waves traveling in the frame and a 2nd
compressional wave traveling in the saturated fluid. The cause of structural dissipation is the waves
in the frame. In the Zwikker and Kosten model, the angular frequency of the inertial effects in the
frame is same as the viscous effects in the fluid. When the two phases decouple the angular
frequency is much larger. Under the assumption that there are no stiffness effects at that
frequency, the frame will not be in motion due to the fluids pressure waves with high frequency.
According to Zwikker and Kosten, the angular frequency is dependent of the pore morphology and
the porous medium, and it is inversely proportional to the mass density. Therefore, in the low
frequency range the phases decouple, and the 3 waves will propagate. In the high frequency range
only the fluid bore wave will propagate [23].
1.4 Research Objective
This research studies the success of using inverse characterization to predict acoustic
parameters using absorption data obtained from impedance tube testing. The second chapter
introduce the main and significant parameters that involve in deriving the main acoustic models
related to porous absorbers. The second chapter briefly explains initial models of sound absorption
by Zwikker and Kosten, a in depth calculations of the Biot-Allard poroelastic equations and most
of the equivalent fluid models that are derived by simplification of the Biot equations. Chapter two
further discusses the inverse characterization methods and the calculations.
Chapter three focus on the sample selection, the nomenclature of the sample tested, and all
the experiments and the procedure followed to obtain the direct and inverse data. We use an
impedance tube to obtain the sound absorption coefficient and a VA-LAB4 software to process
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the data. The detailed description of the direct experiments such as the flow resistivity, tortuosity
and the porosity measurements that are used to verify the properties predicted by the inverse
characterization will be given in this chapter. Additionally, chapter three discuss the limitations of
performing the inverse characterization, the functionality of FOAMX software and the inverse
prediction of acoustic transport properties using this software.
The results and discussion chapter show the data obtained by the different methods listed
in chapter three. All the data is summarized and listed in this chapter and some of these data are
compared with existing values provided by other research and documentation. Furthermore, the
comparison plots of absorption coefficient obtained from different data is given in the discussion
section and the outliers seen in those graphs are discussed in detail.
The conclusion of the study is based on the materials, the accuracy of the test methods and
the ability of the FOAMX software to correctly perform the inverse characterization. This chapter
briefly explain the outcome of the research and the future developments and the recommendations
to optimize the parameter identification process using the software.
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CHAPTER 2
MODELING POROUS ABSORBERS
Acoustic absorbers are used to reduce noise generated in many mechanical parts in the
automotive and aerospace industries. The main form of sound absorption is by insulating structures
with porous materials that have special pore geometry or material structures that allow acoustic
energy dissipation in many frequency ranges. The main forms of acoustic energy dissipation in the
porous structures are thermal, viscous, and structural losses. We can quantify these dissipation
effects using acoustic parameters that govern the sound absorption of the porous material such as
the porosity, tortuosity, characteristic lengths, flow resistivity, Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio
and the damping coefficient. This chapter will focus on the concepts and assumptions used to
develop acoustic models based on energy dissipation. The detail description includes the Zwikker
and Kosten model, Biot model and Equivalent fluid models planned by Champoux and Allard,
Lafarge, Johnson, and Pride. The chapter then discuss the inverse characterization performed by
Attala that uses the same Biot and the Johnson-Champoux- Allard models to calculate the acoustic
parameters using sound absorption coefficient.
2.1 Acoustic parameters that affect the sound absorption
2.1.1 Speed of the sound and pore structure
The speed of the sound depends on the morphology of the material and the elasticity. To
maintain a better acoustic property of materials, it needs a significant change in physical properties.
For example, an increase in the material's density results in a decrease in the sound's speed, therefor
the porosity of the material must be increased to balance the process. The materials with the open
pore structure contribute to the better acoustic absorption performance. For instance, the pore
structure is isotropic and homogeneous for most foams, showing that the physical properties of the
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materials are independent of direction and equal throughout the occupying space. Foams are better
sound absorbers and the density of the foam depends on the density of the matrix material and the
density of the fluid saturating the pores. With fiber materials, the inhomogeneity may arise
because of the difference in the pore sizes, the fiber distribution, and the change in the composition
of the fibers. However, this study assumes isotropy for the fiberglass and glass wool material under
investigation [22].
2.1.2 Porosity
The pore volume of the sample consists of open, closed and semi open (dead-end) pores
but only the open and semi open pores contribute to more effective dissipation of acoustic
energy[7]. Therefore, according to Allard et al. [24], the porosity of the material is the ratio
between the volume of air saturating the material, excluding the air inside the frame
structure(closed pores), Va and the total volume of the material, VT. Porosity is one of the main
geometric properties that is used for sound absorption calculations [24].
V
V

ϕ

(2.1)

2.1.3 Airflow Resistance
Airflow resistance affects the acoustic absorbance of a porous structure based on the
direction of the pore structure and flow direction [7]. According to Lu et al. [25] it is the most
important among the other parameters and many researchers denote the airflow resistance as "σ”
in literature. Lu, Chen and He[25] describes the experiment setup used for the airflow resistance
measurements. They define the flow resistivity as the ratio between the pressure difference,
between the incident face and the opposite face of the test sample; and the flow velocity across the
thickness of the material [25]. Using the definition, the airflow resistance per unit thickness is
calculated as shown below,
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Δp
UL
A

σ

(2.2)

Where, ‘Δp’ is the pressure drop between the rear surface and the front surface of the sample, ‘A’
is the surface area, ‘L’ is the thickness of the sample under testing and ‘U’ is the volumetric air
flow [25]. Li Yuanjie et al.[26] used the equation 2.3 to understand the effect of the airflow
resistance in sound absorbance of open celled aluminum foams with spherical cells.
σ

P1

P2
Vh

(2.3)

Where, the ‘V’ and ‘h’ are defined as the mean flow of air per unit area and the thickness of the
material respectively[26]. Another study performed by Joshi et al.[27] shows consistency of air
flow resistivity measurements obtained when testing melamine and polyurethane foam samples,
and Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 summarizes the Joshi el al.’ airflow resistivity results obtained from
different universities in the world and the results from samples with different thicknesses [26].
TABLE 2.1
FLOW RESISTIVITY PERFORMED ON THE SAMPLES WITH DIFFERENT THICKNESS
BY THE SAME LAB [27].

TABLE 2.2
FLOW RESISTIVITY VALUES OF POLYURETHANE SAMPLES WITH DIFFERENT
DENSITIES AND THE THICKNESSES [27].
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2.1.4 Tortuosity
The classical tortuosity is given in eq. 2.4 when the frame is saturated by an ideal non
viscous fluid.
ρ

α ρ

(2.4)

The micro geometry of the porous material determines the tortuosity. The characteristic tortuosity
is the ratio between the square of the averaged macroscopic velocity and the microscopic velocity
at a point M when saturated by a non-viscous fluid. The tortuosity can have a value greater than
1 due to the microscopic velocity dispersion created by the non-uniform pore geometry [24].
2.1.5 Viscous and Thermal Characteristic Length and Tortuosity Test Methods
Viscous and Thermal characteristic lengths are among the five main acoustic transport
properties that contribute to sound absorption. According to Allard et al.[24] the work done by
Attala et al. and Johnson et al. have simplified the equation of the viscous characteristic length in
terms of porosity, viscosity, tortuosity, and airflow resistivity of the sample. The thermal
characteristic length is the ratio between the integral performed over that surface of the pore and
the integral performed over the volume of the pore. The viscous characteristic length act as the
hydraulic radius in micro geometries of the pore structure. For identical pore geometry, the viscous
and thermal lengths are considered being equal [24].
A study performed in 2000 by Moussatov et al.[28] include that the commonly used
methods to calculate the tortuosity and the characteristic lengths involve in measuring the speed
of sound and the attenuation of the waves inside the porous material, which is saturated by air or
any other gas. The study used a gas pressure of 0.2–6 bars and a frequency range of 30-600Hz.
The advantages of using this method are possibility of using different gases to saturate the material
and operating the set up at a single frequency to get a better signal-to-noise ratio. The previous
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conventional methods used to calculate these properties have disadvantages when using these
methods, which are related to the losses due to visco-thermal effects and scattering in different
frequencies. Another method was recommended by the Nagy and Johnson included a slow wave
inspection by changing the pressure which leads to avoid the visco-thermal and scattering losses.
[28]
Leclaire et al. [29] used a similar method in a 2016 study, which show that when
considering the second compressional wave in the solid medium the wave propagation is slow in
the low frequencies because of strong attenuation where the frequency and the velocity become
zero. In addition, after a characteristic frequency reach a specific limit the propagation of the waves
become more feasible and the attenuation of the wave changes with the square root of the
frequency. According to Leclair et al., [29] the predictions by Plona show that the wave
propagation was seen when the sample is saturated with Helium. These experiments are rare due
to the complications arising in the low frequencies where the dispersive nature of the slow waves
is more obvious. The slow wave is the wave in air that has a slower speed due to the viscous
interactions with the frame. The most recent studies show that the slow wave leads to greater sound
absorption. The attenuation of the slow wave becomes less crucial when the rocks are placed in
the fluid or in a gas saturated medium, but it can be easily seen in the foams with high reticulation
[29].
The principal of the method followed by Leclair et al. [29] used the difference in the
physical properties of air and helium; with high frequency dispersion curves that have an
asymptotic behavior. They assumed the frame of the material to be rigid and used two methods to
obtain the viscous and the thermal lengths. These methods lead to the complex wave number and
the linear behavior of the high frequency rage data to calculate the tortuosity and the two
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characteristic lengths. The high frequency data was obtained by sending an ultrasonic wave
through the samples saturated in the helium and the air at normal incidence [29].
The velocity of the of the slow wave was obtained by calculating the phase difference
between the transmitted signal and the reference signal, which is the signal received without a
sample. Then the plot of real part of the propagation index vs the 1/f was a plot for the results
obtained in both air and helium, where the linear behavior was obtained. Then the slopes of the
curves were used to calculate the two characteristic lengths. This method is also used to calculate
the tortuosity of the samples by obtaining the y intercept of the data obtained in air [29].
2.2 Sound absorption models
2.2.1 Introduction to Zwikker and Kosten model
The role of thermal and the viscous effects in the acoustic applications are discussed using
this model used by Lu, Hess et al. To understand the sound absorption of the foams, it is important
to understand the many acoustic energy dissipation effects such as thermal losses, viscous losses
and Helmholtz resonance effects [30]. When studying the viscous and thermal effects of the sound
dissipation, the Biot/Zwikker Kosten model is considered; this model is only used for foams
containing pores with uniform cross-sectional area.
The parameters such as, pore size, porosity, density of air and thermal conductivity are
denoted in this theory as a, Ω, ρ0 and Kf, respectively. The assumption related to the energy
dissipation of this model involves: that the thickness of the sample is much greater than the pore
size and the sample consist of periodic dimensions in the transverse direction. The objective was
to obtain a study of the motion and the heat transfer of air at rest and when the system is subjected
to a pressure gradient across the sample in the form, ∇p e (jωt), where ω, is the angular frequency
and t, is the time.
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The Kirchhoff model mentioned in Lu, Hess et al.[30] is reduced to form the Biot, Zwikker
and Kosten model and where Zwikker-Kosten replaces the porous medium under investigation
with an effective characteristic medium.[30]
Which can be characterized using,
Z ω

P ω /c ω

(2.5)

where ‘ Z ω ’is the characteristic impedance, ‘P ω ’is the pressure and ‘c ω ’ is the complex
velocity of sound. The propagation constant ‘m ω ’, is given by,
m ω = iω/ c ω = α* + iω/ c

(2.6)

The phase speed is denoted as ‘c’, and ‘α*’ is the attenuation constant[30] .
Furthermore, the relationship between the dynamic density, ‘ρ ω ’, and the dynamic bulk modulus
of air, ‘K ω ’is given by,
Z ω = (K ω ρ ω )½

(2.7)

m ω = iω ρ ω /K ω

(2.8)

For the porous samples which are used for the Lu et al.[30] experiment,
K ω =

ρ ω =

(2.9)

–

(2.10)

where, δ = (4μ/ ρ ω)½ , it is the thickness of the viscous boundary layer near the pore walls and
the specific heat ratio is denoted by, ‘y’, ‘Cp’ and ‘Cv’ are the specific heat per unit mass of the
air, under constant pressure and constant volume, respectively. ‘Pr’ is the Prandtl number [30].
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According to Lu et al.[30] the fundamental property of the material that can absorb sound
is considered as the static air flow resistance. Also the power law dependence of K ω , ρ ω and
f⁄σ and the values of ρ , y, Pr,p Ω used to find Z and m that leads to calculate α [30]. According
to the Chivillotte et al. [31] “The long wavelength acoustic propagation on dissipation phenomena
through an interconnected fluid filled porous media may be modeled as an equivalent fluid depict
on dynamic density (ρ ω ); the interaction of viscosity and inertial effects of fluid-frame system;
and the dynamic bulk modulus (K ω [31]. The Johnson et al. model and Champoux and Allard
model consider the visco-inertial interactions and the parameters are such as, static - viscous
tortuosity: α∞, fluid viscosity: η, the macroscopic parameters of the perforated solid: ϕ, fluid
density: ρ0, angular frequency: ω, air flow resistivity: σ, Prandtl number: Pr, specific heat ratio: γ,
viscous characteristic length: Λ, and the thermal characteristic length: Λ' are used during the
equation development where,
Z =

coth(i m ω L )

α= 1-

(2.11)

(2.12)

‘Z ’ the normalized surface impedance, ‘c0’ is the sound speed in air, ‘Zeq’ and ‘keq’ are the
characteristic impedance and the complex wave numbers of the porous medium [24].
2.2.2 Biot Theory
According to Allard et al.[24], the frame of the porous structure for the equivalent fluid
model is rigid. However, for some materials, frame will not be motionless throughout the entire
frequency range. The Biot theory was for the isotropic porous material, where the deformations of
the material due to the wave propagation is same as the deformation in an equivalent fluid model.
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If the fluid deformations are denoted as u and the frame deformation are denoted as u . The e and
e are respectively denoted as the elements of the strain tensor. The Lagrange model that use the
deformation of potential energy assume that wavelengths of the sound waves are larger than the
dimensions of the porous structure volume under consideration. Then the stress -strain equations
for the porous models are given as,
P

σ

2N θ

Qθ δ

2Ne
(2.13)

σ

Qθ

Rθ δ

where θ and θ are the dilatations of the frame and air [24].
The mass coupling coefficients ρ

,ρ

, and ρ

are related to the mass factors ρ

,ρ

and ρ

as given in Equation 2.13 – 2.15[32] .
ρ

ρ

j ,

(2.13)

ρ

ρ

j ,

(2.14)

ρ

ρ

j ,

(2.15)

The mass coupling factors are given in,
ρ

ρ

ρ -ρ

ϕρ

ρ

α

(2.16)

1 =

ϕρ - ρ
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ρ

(2.17)

(2.18)

The viscous coupling parameter is given by,
b

σϕ

j4α ηρ ω
σ Λ ϕ

1

⁄

(2.19)

The porosity of the material is given in ϕ. And the P, N.Q and R is denoted as the elasticity
coefficients of the equation 2.16 [32].
4
N
3

P

1

K

N

ϕ
ϕ

K

,

(2.20)

(2.21)

Q = (1 - ϕ K

(2.22)

R = ϕK

(2.23)

The compressibility coefficient of the solid frame is denoted by K and compressibility coefficient
of the fluid is denoted by K [32].
K =

=

(2.24)

K =

H =

(2.25)

⁄

⁄
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(2.26)

Density of the solid frame is denoted by ρ [32]
(2.27)

ρ =α ρ 1

⁄

G = 1

(2.28)

The complex wave numbers of the two compressional wave and the shear wave is calculated using
the below equations [32],

∇

Pρ

k

ω
2 PR Q

Pρ

Rρ

2Qρ

√∇

(2.29)
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(2.30)
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(2.31)

(2.32)

ρ

The ratio of the velocity of the air over the velocity of the frame for the two compressional waves
in the fluid and the solid medium are given by µi [32],
μ

Pk
ω ρ

ω ρ
,
Qk

μ
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ρ
ρ

i

1,2

(2.33)

(2.34)

The deformable impedances of the solid and the saturated fluid in the 1 and 2 directions are given
as [32],

Z

Z

R
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μ ϕω

(2.35)

Z

R
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μ ϕω

(2.36)

Z

R
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(2.37)

R

Qμ

k
,
ω

𝑖

1,2

(2.38)

The surface impedance of the porous sample is given by [32],
Z

D

1

ϕ

ϕμ

j

Z Z μ

(2.39)

D

1

Z

Z Z μ

ϕ Z μ ta n k e
(2.40)

1
Where the equation for α = 1-

ϕ

ϕμ

Z

1

ϕ Z μ tan k e

uses values of ZS and Z0 = ρ0c to calculate the sound

absorption using the Biot model [32]. The commonly used properties of the air are such that air
viscosity 𝜂 = 1.84 × 10−5, density of fluid ρ0 = 1.213Kg/m3, ratio of specific heats 𝛾 = 1.4 and 𝑃0
= 1.0132 × 105 Pa. It is also known that sound wave speed c = 342.2 m/s and the Prandtl number
is 𝐵2 = 0.71.[24]
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2.2.3 Equivalent fluid models
Equivalent fluid mathematical models calculate the absorption parameters in a much
simpler way than Biot or Zwikker-Kosten models. Even though, these models are based on the
main models such has Biot’s poroelastic model many researchers developed them with the
assumption that the compressional wave transmit only in the fluid while, the frame remain
motionless. The models are simplified to calculate of the sound absorption coefficient can be done
using minimum of five acoustic parameters[24]. The models for the identical cylindrical pores that
extend along the axis of the sample has been improved to come up with models that work with the
porous structures with different pore geometry, where it is summarized in Figure 2.1 with ZwikkerKosten, Miki, Attenborough, Wilson models and all the combined models of Johnson, Champoux,
Allard, Lafarge and Pride [24].

Figure 2.1: The models and the parameters used to calculate the sound absorption of rigid porous
material[33].
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2.2.3.1 Pride Model
The Pride et al. model is used to calculate the sound absorption coefficient accurately in
the high and low frequency ranges and give approximate values in the mid-frequency range for
samples with slits and pores that have a circular cross section. The Pride modifies the Johnson
model to include the imaginary part of the α ω with high and low frequency limit, that help to
identify the positive imaginary frequency range singularities that show the physical constrains of
the sample. Even though the model has restrictions that have been reported by Cortis in
2003, Perrot was able get highly precise results using this model in 2006. However, the model will
not produce correct results for the porous structures that consist of sharp edges[24].
Lafarge has obtained the expression for the correct frequency value for the static tortuosity,
which was given by the coefficient ‘b’ in the equation below. The dynamic tortuosity, α ω of the
pride model is given,
⁄

α ω =

1

b

b 1

b
Where υ

α

2q α
ϕΛ α
α

(2.41)

(2.42)

η⁄ρ [24].

2.2.3.2 Simplified Lafarge Model
The Lafarge model used a dynamic tortuosity that is derived using the thermal dissipation
and the incompressibility of the sample and relate it to bulk density K as given in Equation 2.43,
K

1

P
γ 1
γα′ ω

The equation 2.44 below gives the dynamic tortuosity of the Lafarge model,
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(2.43)

⁄

α′ ω

1

+1

(2.44)

According to Allard et al. an additional parameter denoted as p’ was used by Lafarge in 2006,
where it was used to optimize the bulk modulus equation in the low- and mid- frequency
ranges.[24].
2.2.3.3 Johnson Model
The dynamic tortuosity and the effective density have the relationship given in the equation
2.4. The model equates to the Pride model exactly when the parameter b = 1(given in Equation
2.42), which give the dynamic tortuosity and the effective density from Johnson model as,
⁄

α ω =
ρ ω

1
ρ α

2α q
ϕΛ

1

α

(2.45)

ηϕ
jωq

(2.46)

The limit for the density when the pore structure is identical the real part of the limit is
1.25ρ and the true limit is 1.33ρ . Johnson model is a more simplified model compared to the
other models and a according to Allard et al., the model give same results as the exact models.[24]
2.2.3.4 Champoux - Allard Model
The Champoux–Allard model has taken into consideration the difficulty of accurately
measuring the thermal permeability and have used the q′

ϕΛ ⁄8 in the Equation 2.44. The

model was derived based on the assumption that the pore radius is leading to the R = Λ , from
which the dynamic tortuosity is given by,
⁄

α′ ω

1

+1

(2.47)

The bulk density will be obtained by substituting the dynamic tortuosity to the equation 2.43[24].
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2.3 Inverse Characterization
The conventional methods used to get the direct measurements of the properties as
mentioned in the section 3.2: ultrasonic measurement for the characteristic lengths and the
tortuosity and density calculations or CT scanning, for porosity estimation [34]. These direct
experimental methods used to obtain the acoustic properties can be more time consuming and
expensive which lead Attala et al. to an alternative inverse characterization approach in 2005[35].
There are multiple inverse methods used in inverse characterization. For example, Zhang
et al. [34] test the metallic foam material using the impedance tube to perform inverse
characteristics where they study the inverse methods such as the Linear Regression (LR),
Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm (SAGA) and Tabu Search Algorithm (TSA) [34] and the
BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) is used to find the thermal characteristic length.
The Tabu search algorithm is a tool used for the global optimization of continuous function
problems. TSA uses a coding mode table and a fitness function construction, then initial solutions
and selection strategy, expectation level and the stop criterion. This method is commonly used to
solve the traveling salesperson problems and production schedules[34].
In summary, the five steps used for the porous characterization initially set a range for the
porous material parameters and then optimize the global search using the TSA to find the
acceptable parameters. The estimated acoustical parameters are then used to predict the impedance
values using a pre-specified model. The theoretical data and the measured values are then
compared and this process is repeated until the difference reaches a global minimum [34].
The inverse characterization technique depends on the poroelastic and equivalent fluid
models discussed in section 2.2. Attala et al. [35] assumed that the waves in the material travel in
one direction—along the direction parallel to the incident plane of the material—as a compression
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wave to derive the equations relative to Johnson-Champoux-Allard model. This wave is governed
by the Helmholtz equation and propagates only in the fluid phase. They have considered the porous
layer to have the properties of an equivalent fluid. This fluid contains the equivalent density and
an equivalent bulk modulus and the properties are derived from the viscous and the thermal losses
in the material [24]. We can directly calculate these parameters using the acoustic transport
properties: porosity, flow resistivity, tortuosity, and the thermal and viscous characteristic length.
The physical meaning of these properties are given in Chapter 2 and can be measured using the
experiments in chapter 3.
According to Attala et al. [35] it is also important to perform low frequency corrections to
the porous material with a non-uniform pore structure that deviates from a cylindrical pore
geometry. These corrections were made when calculating the static thermal parameters and the
other two adjustable parameters that account for the thermal and the viscous effects of the porous
structure. However, the success of the calculations depends on the ability to correctly account for
the changes in the pore geometry compared to cylindrical pore structures [35].
The variations in pore structure will deviate the values obtained by Johnson-ChampouxAllard model (with five parameters) in the low frequency range, when compared with the more
complicated models that include for static thermal permeability and other two parameters that
account for thermal and viscous effects. However, these deviations will have minimal effect on
the normal impedance and sound absorptions of commonly used porous material and currently
there are not enough experimental data to prove that these deviations significantly affect the
individual acoustic transport properties at low frequencies[35]. For the purpose of this study, we
performed the inverse characterization using both equivalent fluid and poroelastic models in
FOAMX software and observed the deviations in individual parameters.
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2.3.1 Cost Function
Johnson-Champoux-Allard model uses five acoustic transport parameters to calculate the
sound absorption. If the porosity and the airflow resistivity experiments were performed with high
accuracy, then tortuosity and the two characteristic lengths will be the only unknowns in Equation
2.45 and 2.47 . By obtaining high accuracy normal incidence measurements and using Equation
2.48, Attala et al. [35] came up with a regression fit which is non-linear and improved the formula
to calculate the three unknown parameters. They defined the unknown parameters as a vector ‘a =
[α∞, Λ, Λ']’ [35].
Attal et al. [35] developed a cost function which can compare the similarities between an
observed normal impedance from experimental values and the estimated normal impedance
calculated using the vector a and other given parameters for a given frequency range. The cost
function given in Equation 2.48 consider the minimized difference between the two normal
impedance values [35].
R a

1
2

Z

Z

(2.48)

The superscript ‘e’ and ‘o’ represent the estimated, and the observed value of the normal
impedances. The number of computed frequencies of the frequency range of interest is denoted as
“N”. The limitation for the parametric vector selected for the calculations are such that it should
minimize the R(a) value in eq 2.48 and each element (of vector a) should be bounded by a lower
and an upper limits that restrict the research domain of the parameters. These domains will ensure
that the results will produce more realistic values when performing the characterization [35].
Even though, the expected minimum of cost function is zero, due to the experimental errors
and the unavailability of some parameters, it is impossible to make the R(a) value equal to zero.
Therefore, Attala et al. [35] have settled to minimize the R(a) value for the considered frequency
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range, such that instead of being equal to zero, it will have a value close to zero. In order to get the
desired minimum with limited iterations, acoustic transport properties in commercially available
porous materials were observed when selecting lower and an upper limits of the elements in vector
a. Authors also assumed if the geometrical parameters are uniform for a material with cylindrical
pores that extend along the axis of the porous material, the thermal characteristic length is equal
to the viscous characteristic length. However, for the material with general non uniform porous
structures, the Λ and Λ' are not equal and have these expectations [35].
Λ

;

Λ

;

0.3 ≤ c ≤ 3.3

(2.49)

0.3 ≤ c ≤ 3.3

(2.50)

Where, c and c’ are the pore shape parameters related to the viscous and the thermal losses. Finally,
Attala et al. have finalized the following rangers for upper and the lower limits for the three
acoustic transport properties in vector a.
1≤ a
.

≤4

≤ Λ, Λ′ ≤

.

(2.51)

Λ ≤ Λ′
Attala et al. [35] analyzed the cost function by dividing the usual sound absorbing curve to
three zones: 1) zone I is the frequency range below the first maximum of the curve; zone II is the
range of frequency including the first maximum; and zone III is the frequency range after the first
maximum [35]. The accurate predictions of the absorbance of a sample should cover zone I and
zone III in the Figure 3.8a, where the cost function should have same amount of sensitivity in these
zones. Zone I contain information regarding the flow resistivity and porosity, since they can be
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calculated more accurately in the low frequency range. Zone II is the bridge between zone I and
zone II and also an alternative to zone III since it contains the maximum absorption [35].
When performing a single iteration, Attala et al. [35] have selected one specific tortuosity
value and plotted the contour plots of the Λ and Λ’. Then, for each selected tortuosity value they
obtained a local minimum of the cost function and concluded that there would be one specific
global minimum among all selected tortuosity. The final plot of the tortuosity verses cost function
local minimum values was used to identify the specific global minimum of the cost function and
the respective tortuosity. Finally the identified tortuosity and the respective two characteristic
lengths in the contour plots were selected as the final answer [35].
According to Attala et al. [35] the frequency range should have a minimization algorithm
that give the specific solution to the parameters that has a higher weight in the frequency range.
This minimization of the cost functions can be performed iteratively. Also, this method should
avoid considering a local minimum as a global minimum to a considerable amount. In order to
avoid such instances, authors have recommended an optimization technique such as the differential
evolution algorithm. Since there can be multiple algorithms to optimize the inverse
characterization problem, and the other simple minimizations are not error free and the global
minimizing technique can work with the unknown parameters that has multiple constraints, the
differential evolution is selected to optimize the inverse characterization [35].
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The inverse characterization is a fast method of obtaining acoustic transport properties
with-in a limited time to reduce expensive and time-consuming tests for each parameter. The
accuracy of the inverse characterization is yet to be observed for different materials. Therefore,
this study focuses mainly on the input data types and the acceptable material types that produce
results same as the results obtained from the direct test methods. The accuracy of the direct test
setups plays a vital role in the later sections of this study since the direct properties will be used to
validate the inverse characterization process. The goal of this chapter is to list the ways we can
obtain the correct input data sets for the software and study the process which each of the direct
test is performed by following different standards in the industry.
3.1 Sample Selection and Handling
According to Figure 3.1, the study obtained the sound absorption coefficients from five
materials, which divides in to two types as foam: elastic urethane, melamine, and polyimide; and
fiber: glass wool and fiberglass. We selected the test materials based on the high absorption
qualities and availability of previous test data shown in the other acoustic investigations. The
nomenclature and the physical description of each test sample was shown in the Table 4.1.
Samples used for the testing is extracted from one sheet of material for each thickness.
Multiple samples from each material was examined for surface damages such as cracks and splits.
Since many samples can get damage when mounting onto different test setups, we have closely
monitored the shape shift in each sample. The fiberglass material is made from layers of fiber that
can easily separate into multiple sections when sliding along tubes. We retested and extracted
samples from denser sections of the main source to avoid such damages and distortions.
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1)




The Material Selection
The Foam Samples
Elastic Urethane Foam – 6 Samples (3 Thickness)
Melamine Foam – 3 Samples (1 Thickness)
Polyimide Foam – 2 Samples (1 Thickness)

2) The Fiber Samples
 Glass wool Fiber – 2 Samples (1 Thickness)
 Fiberglass Fiber – 6 Samples (3 Thickness)

The Inverse Characterization

The Direct Testing





The Impedance Tube Testing

The Inverse
Characterization
Using Eq. Fluid
Model

Characterization
using two
samples of equal
thickness

The Tortuosity Testing
The Flow Resistivity Testing
The Porosity Testing

Direct calculation using the Johnson
Champoux-Allard Equivalent Fluid

The Inverse
Characterization
Using
Poroelastic
Model

Characterization using
six samples of three
different

Characterizatio
n using one
sample

The comparison between the results obtained using the two inverse characterization methods and
the values obtained using the direct experiments performed.

Figure 3.1: The data extraction and the property comparison of samples under investigation
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Elastic Urethane Foam

Melamine Foam

Glass wool

Polyimide Foam

Fiberglass

Figure 3.2: The 60mm diameter samples of the foam and fibrous material tested to obtain sound
absorption coefficient
3.2 Measurement of non-acoustic properties
3.2.1 Porosity
The plastic foam materials and the fibrous materials have high porosity. The porosity of
many plastic and composite materials can be measured using the ASTM D792[36]. According to
the standard, porosity of the sample can be measured by the difference between the apparent and
the theoretical densities. However, considering that most of the fiber and foam materials have a
porosity in the range of 0.7 - 0.98, and these materials have low density, which make it harder to
immerse them in water, the accuracy and the precision of the values obtained from ASTM
D792[36] tend to be low. Therefore, we have used the CT scanning process to determine the
porosity of the material.
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0.5 in - elastic urethane foam

0.5in - fiberglass

The initial measurement of the melamine
foam

0.5in –glasswool

The suspended or immerse polyimide
specimen in distilled water

Figure 3.3: The CT scans of the urethane, fiberglass and glasswool specimens and ASTM D792
testing of melamine and polyimide foam used for the porosity observations.
However, the materials such as polyamide and melamine could not be scanned using the
Micro CT scanner. In order, to get an estimate of the porosity of all the material and to understand
the effect of the material physical structure on the test procedure, we performed the ASTM D792
tests with different sample sizes of the same material. The material tested have both fibrous and
foam nature. The results used for the calculations and the final porosity estimate is given in Table
A12 and A13 [36].
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3.2.2 Tortuosity
We referenced the test method used by Fohr et al.[37] to perform the tortuosity test using
the ultrasonic measurements. The experimental set up included a signal generator, oscilloscope,
and ultrasonic emitter and a receiver as shown in Figure 3.4 b and c. The two main characteristics
of the ultrasonic wave passing through the material and the air can be seen by: 1) observing the
changes in the wave amplitude and 2) observing the phase shift between the transmitted wave
(shown in Figure 3.4a). The ratio between the amplitude will give the attenuation of the wave due
to the sample and the phase change will give a measure of time delay between the two waves.
According to Fohr et al. [37] the time delay is used to calculate the speed of the ultrasonic wave
using Equation 3.1.
τ ω

L

1
c ω

1
c

(3.1)

Where ‘L’ is the sample thickness, ‘τ ω ’ is the time delay, ‘c ω ’ is the phase speed of
the wave in the sample and ‘ c ’ is the speed of sound in air. The refractive index of the wave
through the material is given by the ratio between the speed of the wave through the sample and
the speed of the wave through air and it relates to the tortuosity as given in Equation 3.2.
c
c ω

α

1

δ

1
Λ

γ 1
BΛ

(3.2)

where, ‘α ’ is the tortuosity, ‘γ’ is the ratio of specific heats, and ‘Λ’ and ‘Λ ’ is the viscous
and thermal characteristic lengths, respectively. The ‘δ

2ν/ω’ is the viscous skin depth, given

by ‘ν’, kinematic viscosity and ‘ω’, frequency. Then the characteristic equation for each sample
can be found by plotting the square of the reflective index for a given frequency vs the square root
of the inverse of the frequency; and performing linear interpolation for the given data. The vertical
intercept of the linearly interpolated graph will give the tortuosity value of the sample.[37]
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(a)

(b)

Emitter

Signal Generator

Sample
Receiver

Oscilloscope

(c)
Figure 3.4: (a) Tortuosity time lag measurements[37], (b) the tortuosity setup schematic
diagram[37] and the (c) the tortuosity experimental set up
3.2.3 Flow Resistivity
ASTM C-522, and ISO 9053 are among the recommended standards by other research to
measure the flow resistivity. We followed ISO 9053 Method A [38], the direct flow method to test
the flow resistivity of the 60 mm diameter specimens with different thicknesses. The test was
performed by passing a unidirectional air through the sample mounted inside a cylinder with a
circular cross-section as shown in Figure 3.5.
The flow resistivity is obtained by obtaining the velocity of the airflow and the pressure
drops between the samples. The pressure drops between the sample due to the air flow was
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measured using a manometer, for flow rates in the range 0-0.0015 m/s. Low flow rates were used
to avoid turbulent flow. Then second regression method was used to calculate the final flow
resistivity of the sample at a flow rate of 0.0005 m/s.
The ISO standard calculate the volumetric airflow rate, qv using Equation 3.3,
qv = uA

(3.3)

and then the airflow resistance, R using Equation 3.4
R=

∆

(3.4)

Then the specific airflow resistance, Rs is calculated using Equation 3.5,
Rs = RA

(3.5)

and the final airflow resistivity, σ is calculated using Equation 3.6,
∆

σ

(3.6)

Where ‘u’ is the linear air flow velocity, ‘A’ is the cross-sectional area of the sample, ‘∆p’
is the pressure drops between the samples, ‘d’ is the thickness of the sample [38].
The sensitivity analysis of the flow resistivity performed for multiple set ups showed that
final value is significantly sensitive to the pressure difference. Since the flow rate is low, the
pressure difference across the sample is small, which make the small pressure fluctuations
measurements to create 18-19% error for urethane and fiberglass samples, 5-7% error for
polyimide and glass wool samples; and a high 42% error for melamine samples readings. When
testing the fibrous material, the anisotropy plays a vital role in repeatable test results. If the fibers
are placed parallel to the axis of the sample, the flow resistivity will be less, likewise if the fiber
orientation changes the flow resistivity will change since the planar direction flow resistivity is
different from the flow direction along the axis of the specimen [24].
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(a)
Flow

Air Flow
Meter

Pressure
Measurement

Sample
Holder

(b)
Figure 3.5: Direct flow resistivity (a) schematic diagram[39] and (b) the experimental setup.
3.2.4 Sound absorption testing using impedance tube
The ASTM E1050 two-microphone method was used to obtain the absorption coefficient
in the 100-6200 Hz frequency range. The BSWA type impedance tube with a signal generator that
produce plane wave using a broadband signal generator was used for the absorption coefficient
test. The plane sound wave passed through a sample, placed against a rigid wall, and get reflected
from the back surface resulting a pressure and velocity difference between the incident and
reflected waves. The difference is then measured by two microphones on the tube to calculate the
absorption coefficient [38].
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(a)
Signal Generator
Microphones

30 mm dia. sample holder

(b)
Figure 3.6: The Impedance tube (a) the schematic diagram and (b) the experimental set up
The most crucial step of the test is calibrating the equipment in the frequency range of
interest, since improper calibration give rise to high noise in data and affects the repeatability of
the test. Initially, two identical microphones were calibrated to 114 dB using the VA-Lab4 and an
external calibrator. Using the interface made for ASTM transfer matrix method for absorption
coefficient in VA-Lab4, the important parameters are such as the atmospheric pressure, humidity,
temperature, sample thickness and diameter, distance from the sample to the second microphone
and the distance between the two microphones, were entered in to the software.
Once the parameter entry is complete, a highly absorptive test samples such as fiber glass
was used for the calibration. The calibration of the equipment was performed twice (60s per run)
to obtain H12 and H21 transfer functions. It is important to obtain a smooth calibration graph with
an energy close to 1 to produce high quality absorption data. In addition to calibration, the
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resolution of the quantity that is presented as a function of frequency, will depend on the sampling
rate of the digital frequency analysis system.
The sample testing was done in three parts by separating the frequency range in three
sections: low frequency range of 100–800Hz; mid frequency range of 400-2400Hz; and high
frequency range of 1000–6100Hz. The testing frequency range varies depending on the
microphone and the sample location in the impedance tube. A 60mm diameter samples were tested
against a rigid backing with normal incidence to obtain the absorption values of the lower and mid
frequency and the 30 mm samples were used to obtained the absorption in the high frequency [36].
According to the ASTM E1050 standard [36], care should be taken to avoid gaps between
the sample and the tube, inserting oversize samples that creates a bulge at the surface and having
damaged samples will produce erroneous results or high noise. The sample holder and the
impedance tube should fit correctly, and the sample surface should be relatively flat. Once all the
test conditions are completed, the test was performed to obtain the transfer function H, for the
sample [36].
Then the reflection coefficient was calculated using Equation 3.7,
R

H– e
e
e
–H

(3.7)

Which give the sound absorption coefficient as given in Equation 3.8.
α = 1 - |R|2

(3.8)

Where, ‘k’ is the wave number, ‘s’ is the spacing between the microphones, ‘l’ is distance
from the test sample to the center of the 2nd microphone [36]. A set of MATLAB codes were used
to combine the overlapped regions of the three frequencies, where we eliminated some sections
with high noise and performed a three-point running average to obtain a smooth data set. We
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compared the processed results with the raw data by overlapping the regions to confirm that the
averaging or combining graphs does not affect original absorption values.
3.4 The FOAMX Software
The commercially available FOAMX software uses four methods to characterize acoustic
parameters: inverse equivalent fluid characterization method, indirect equivalent characterization
method, indirect advanced equivalent fluid method, and inverse poroelastic characterization
method. This study only discuss inverse characterization using equivalent fluid and poroelastic
models. [35].
FOAMX software is beneficial for research and development in many ways: studying
porous materials used for various engineering programs, predicting for different acoustic
parameters, and controlling the quality of acoustic porous material manufacturing process. The use
of the software is not limited to the prediction of the results. It also can be used for the simulation
of the models, which has similar performance as the NOVA software of the EIG group.
Software used the physical parameters of the sample, boundary conditions, testing
conditions, rigid or limp frame type, along with the experimental absorption coefficient to calculate
the acoustic transport parameters. The predicted parameters and the model were used for the
prediction was used again to calculate theoretical sound absorption coefficient, dynamic bulk
modulus, sound transmission loss, wave number, normal impedance, and the characteristic
impedance. The sensitivity analysis will be performed based on a fast algorithm called the Fourier
Amplitude Sensitivity testing to calculate the uncertainties of the properties and identify the
different percentage of contribution of each value to the output result. The software developers
have used commercially available porous material such as polymer foams fiber material,
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perforated plates, resistive films and fabrics are some of the most frequently tested material using
the FOAMX software [40].
Initially the samples that satisfy the geometric criteria was tested according to ASTM
E1050 [36], using the impedance tubes. The sample tested using the impedance tube should reflect
the geometric properties of the foam without any damages such as origination of imperfections or
defects due to cutting or mounting the sample. The geometry of the sample should not have noncircular faces, and tapered, leaning or twisted thicknesses. The diameters ‘d’ of the sample
compared to the diameter ‘D’ of the tube should satisfy, D < d < (1.01 x D) condition. [40].
The input information was provided as ASCII file that contained a matrix of six variables.
The mandatory variables in the matrix are frequency and the absorption, but for more accuracy,
the real and imaginary parts of the complex reflection coefficient and the real and imaginary part
of the normalized complex surface impedance was provided as the other variables. These input
data set is known as the six-column format, where it was used to finalize the values in a vector of
the unknown parameters.

Figure 3.7: The FOAMX software interface sed on the inverse equivalent fluid model
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The equivalent fluid module shown in Figure 3.7 can be used with impedance tube
measurements to predict five acoustic parameters such as the static vicious characteristic length,
static thermal characteristic length, porosity, tortuosity, and flow resistivity. The vector containing
these parameters, given as a = ϕ, σ, α , Λ, Λ′ , will be adjusted to obtain the minimum of the cost
function in eq. 2.47. Each value in vector a will be used to calculate the predicted property in the
cost function. The cost function is referred to as the merit function in the FOAMX literature and it
is given as,
Χ a

Φ

Φ ω ;a

Φ

Φ ω ;a

σ

(3.10)

where σ is the measurement error, ω is the frequency and Φ is the observed acoustical indicator
and the Φ ω ; a is the predicted acoustic indicator of the ith index. The h1 and h2 subscript of the
above terms is referred to as the different thicknesses of the samples. The predicted property of
the merit function is given as,
Φ ω ;a

1

| Z ω ;a

1 ⁄ Z ω ;a

1 |

(3.11)

The observed acoustic parameter is often the experimental coefficient of sound absorption
obtained using impedance tube testing. This merit function is then minimized using an algorithm
which is used to find the uniqueness of the solution. [40] According to the analysis mentioned in
the FOAMX software literature[40], each zone in the experimental absorption coefficient, has a
specific set of parameters that dominate the results of the zone as shown in Figure 3.8. If two
parameters ϕ, σ are already known, the zone I and II can be used to identify, α , Λ and Λ′ .
However, if no parameter is given, then all three zones have to be covered by the given sound
absorption curve [40]. For consistence, this study has not given any external parameters and
performed the inverse predictions even if the data does not cover the three ranges.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.8: (a) The frequency zones of the typical sound absorption coefficient and (b) boundary
conditions for the parameters in {a} [40].
The poroelastic characterization module shown in Figure 3.9 is used when the vibroacoustic behavior is more significant in sound absorption curves, where the validity of the
equivalent fluid models is minimized. This model also used the same six-column input matrix as
the equivalent fluid model while providing the option to test sample with different boundary
conditions such as an air gap, rigid wall or bonded to the tube wall, etc. In addition to the five
transport properties predicted by the equivalent model, the poroelastic model predict three
mechanical parameters of the porous material such as Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio and the
damping coefficient of the sample.
The physical parameters provided in the inverse poroelastic module require the bulk
density and an approximated resonance region to complete the Biot theory calculations. This
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module used the resonance range to predict parameters of the elastic frame to calculate the
mechanical parameters. The absorption curve with resonance or frame vibrations cannot be used
in the equivalent fluid model; hence, to avoid resonance in absorption curves, the FOAMX
literature recommends using samples with nails for impedance tube testing.

Figure 3.9: The FOAMX software interface to predict the inverse properties using the poroelastic
model
The merit function used in the inverse poroelastic method is same as the function
mentioned in the inverse equivalent fluid method. The unknown vector of the inverse poroelastic
model is column vector with X = ϕ, σ, α , Λ, Λ , E, ν, η . The values of the X vector are obtained
from the axisymmetric finite element method and it was used to calculate the merit function given
in Equation 3.12.
R X

|α X, ω

α

ω |

(3.12)

where α is the measured acoustic absorption and α is the numerical absorption coefficient.[40]
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3.5 Investigation of acoustic properties using Inverse characterization in FOAMX
The goal of the research is to compare results obtained with the direct testing methods with
the results obtained from the impedance tube data. The Figure 3.1 shows the testing method
followed to obtain the final comparison. The tested samples include five different materials with
three different thickness values as shown in Table 4.1. The study follows two fiber materials and
three types of foam material (as shown in Figure 3.2) that have good sound absorbance. The inverse
characterization was performed by separating the obtained sound absorbance data in three sets.
Initially the study used the inverse equivalent fluid model in the FOAMX software to
obtain the five acoustic parameters such as porosity, flow resistivity, tortuosity and the two
characteristic lengths. Then inverse equivalent fluid model was used again with data from three
thicknesses. As mentioned in section 3.4, the inverse equivalent fluid calculations can use multiple
thickness to predict the properties, hence first equivalent fluid study characterized properties using
strictly two data sets from the same thickness and the second equivalent fluid study used six data
sets from three different thicknesses. The six-absorption curve investigation used only elastic
urethane and fiberglass materials. The objective was to observe the dependency and the accuracy
of the predicted graphs on the initial absorption values provided.
Finally, the inverse poroelastic model was used to obtain the five parameters, Young’s
modulus, Poisson ratio and the damping coefficient, which predict eight acoustic parameters.
However, only five parameters were taken into consideration since the comparison of the Young’s
modulus, damping ratio and the poison ratio was not included in the study. Each property is then
summarized and compared with the direct experiment properties obtained to finalize the
conclusions.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparing tortuosity and flow resistivity obtained using direct and inverse methods.
Throughout the experimental process one of the many challenges to overcome is
determining the accuracy of data obtained from different test set ups. The best method to
understand accurate transport properties for a given material is to compare our results with the
values obtained by other researchers. The study initially compared the tortuosity and flow
resistivity properties with published data and then with the predicted values given in the FOAM X
software literature [40].
Table 4.1 summarize the test plan and the test samples selection used for the direct
experiments: where ‘α’ is the sound absorption coefficient; ‘α∞’ is the tortuosity; ‘σ’ is the flow
resistivity and ‘φ’ is the porosity. We used a nomenclature to easily identify each sample when
recording test data. The sample name is given according the below example using the information
in Table 4.1,

Abbreviation for the
material of the
sample. Ex. EU
means elastic
urethane

XX XX

XX SX

Thickness of the
sample in inches. Ex.
EU05XXSX is a 0.5
inch sample.

Diameter of the
sample in mm.
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The sample number
or E(extra sample)
tested for each
material, thickness
and diameter.

TABLE 4.1
THE MATERIAL DESCRIPTION AND THE TEST PLAN
Sample
Name
EU0530S1
EU0560S1
EU0530S2
EU0560S2
EU1030S1
EU1060S1
EU1030S2
EU1060S2
EU2030S1
EU2060S1
EU2030S2
EU2060S2
MF1030SE
MF1060SE
MF1030S1
MF1060S1
MF1030S2
MF1060S2
PM0530S1
PM0560S1
PM0530S2
PM0560S2
GL1030S1
GL1060S1
GL1030S2
GL1060S2
FG0530S1
FG0560S1
FG0530S2
FG0560S2
FG1030S1
FG1060S1
FG1030S2
FG1060S2
FG2030S1
FG2060S1
FG2030S2
FG2060S2

Material

Material
Type

Sample
No.
1
2
1

Elastic
Urethane

2
1
Foam

2
E

Melamine

1
2
1

Polyimide
2
1

Glass
Wool

2
1
2
Fiber
1

Fiberglass
2
1
2
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Thickness Diameter
(in/mm)
(mm)
30
60
0.5/
12.7
30
60
30
60
1.0/
25.4
30
60
30
60
2.0/
50.8
30
60
30
60
30
1.0/
25.4
60
30
60
30
60
0.5/
12.7
30
60
30
60
1.0/
25.4
30
60
30
60
0.5/
12.7
30
60
30
60
1.0/
25.4
30
60
30
60
2.0/
50.8
30
60

α

α∞

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

σ

φ
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Some individual properties given in figures 4.1 and 4.2 are the average between 30- and
60-mm samples used for the sound absorption measurements. When performing flow resistivity
testing, the sample size was restricted to one size since the experimental set up was modeled only
for 60 mm diameter samples. We tested a limited number of porosity and tortuosity samples, since
both properties assumed to be homogeneous though out the sample thickness. Then we selectively
tested 60 mm, melamine samples and 0.5in thickness fiberglass samples for tortuosity since the
wave measurements (given in section 3.2.2), became unclear with the increase in sample thickness.
4.1.1 Comparison of Tortuosity
The initial comparison of tortuosity properties in each test specimen is related to Figure
4.1, which show values in three datasets: inverse equivalent fluid model predictions, inverse
poroelastic model predictions and direct test procedures. The tortuosity is assumed to be uniform
throughout the material and differ only in the cases where the pore structure is significantly
different. Therefore, we assumed that both 1in and 2in samples have the same tortuosity value as
of 0.5in sample, since the fiberglass samples were cut from the same part of a large sheet and
treated as a homogeneous material. We used these assumptions when comparing the data to
FOAMX predictions as well as plotting the JCAL sound absorption graphs using direct values.
The equivalent fluid prediction using the FOAMX software gave a range of acceptable tortuosity
values, whereas the direct and the poroelastic predictions are very specific.
Some reported tortuosity values for polyurethane samples are 1.7[40] and 2.0 [41] whereas
the averaged direct measurement is 1.48 and the average of the predicted values is 1.68. The direct
tortuosity values of 12.7 mm specimen have 1.0% and 2.3% difference compared to the inverse
equivalent fluid and poroelastic models. For 25.4 mm specimens the direct measurements of the
tortuosity have a 20% and 13% difference compared to the equivalent fluid and poroelastic
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predictions, respectively. However, the direct measurements have a slightly low values compared
to the 12.7 mm samples. For 50.8 mm samples the direct tortuosity measurements are less than the
12.7- and 25.4-mm thickness samples as shown in Figure 4.1. The 50.8 mm samples have a 9.7%
and 43.1% deviation in tortuosity compared to the equivalent fluid and poroelastic predictions,
respectively. The percentage deviations for tortuosity are summarized in Table A.10.
The tortuosity given in the FOAMX software literature[40] for melamine is close to 1.02
and the values predicted by the inverse methods is in the range of 1-1.069; the values obtained
from the direct measurements are 1.072 and 1.080 for sample E and 1&2, respectively. The direct
tortuosity measurements of sample 1 and 2 deviate 6.7% and 5.7% (Table A.10) from the
equivalent fluid and poroelastic predictions. Sample E was extracted from a different batch than
sample 1 and 2, but the direct tortuosity values of all the samples are similar to each other as well
as they are consistent with the values predicted by the inverse characterization.
The inverse characterization predictions for 12.7 mm fiberglass samples when compared
with direct properties have approximately a 15% difference between tortuosity values. Whereas
the same measured tortuosity values compared with the of inverse predictions of 25.4 mm sample
show a 17%; and 50.8 mm sample show a deviation of 16% and 13.7% compared to the equivalent
fluid and the poroelastic predictions, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.1 the overall direct and
predicted values of fiberglass fall very close to 1.
The tortuosity given in the FOAMX software literature[40] for glass wool is close to 1.01
and these values are close to the predicted and the tested properties in this study. Meanwhile,
tortuosity data of glass wool, obtained from the direct method has 1% and 2.3% difference
compared to inverse prediction of equivalent and poroelastic values.
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DATA COMPARISON OF TORTUOSITY VALUES O F DIRECT M ETHOD AND
INVERSE METHODS
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the tortuosity values obtained from the inverse and direct measurements
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4.1.2 Comparison of Flow Resistivity
Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of the flow resistivity of all the materials in three data
sets: inverse equivalent fluid predictions, inverse poroelastic predictions and the direct
experimental properties. Unlike the tortuosity values, the percent deviation of the flow resistivity
compared to each dataset cannot be narrowed down to a specific scale since the data deviation is
significantly high even among the material with same properties.
The direct flow resistivity values of 12.7 mm urethane specimens have 18.5% and 17.1%
difference compared to the inverse equivalent fluid and poroelastic predictions. Whereas 25.4 mm
sample measurements deviate 1.7% and 43%; and 50.4 mm samples deviate 27.7% and 16.2%
respectively(See Table A.11). The flow resistivity values for poly urethane foam obtained from
direct and the predicted data compared to the values given in Joshi et al. has average of 14 091, 13
498 and 18 916 Rayls/m (Pa.s/m2) for samples with 0.5, 1 and 2 inch thickness[27]. Even though,
the samples we tested are less dense than the samples used in Joshi’s study, we report higher flow
resistivity values for the polyurethane with similar thicknesses[27]. Lai et al.[41] has the 45000
Rayls/m(Pa.s/m2) flow resistivity values for 1 in. sample and it is also much higher than Joshi’s
results even though the sample tested has a lower density [41].
The direct measurements of melamine samples with 25.4mm thickness has significantly
high deviation when compared with the inverse equivalent fluid and the poroelastic predictions.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the highest deviation can be seen in the poroelastic prediction, which has
values in the range of 63 000 - 89 000 Pa.s/m2. Additionally, melamine foam with similar density
as of the samples tested in this experiment, but with 2 in thickness, has a 14 000 Rayls/m flow
resistivity[41].
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Joshi et al.[27] reported results for a melamine foam with unknown thickness tested at five
different laboratories, which has values between 10 000–11 100 Ns/m4. Another study performed
by Christophe Van der Kelen [42], to understand the properties of melamine foam shows that on
average the samples have 9000–10000 Ns/m4 flow resistivity. As given in Table A.2 and 1.3 the
direct measurements and equivalent fluid predictions of this study report flow resistivity of the
melamine foam in the range of 11 000–18 500 Pa.s/m2.
Polyimide foam flow resistivity has 19% and 27.3% deviation from the equivalent fluid
and poroelastic inverse predictions and has the highest values compared to all the tested material.
The values obtained from direct measurement and predictions fall between 77000–104000 Pa.s/m2.
According to Silox et al.[43] the polyimide show a significantly high flow resistivity only when
subjected to 100% compression of its original thickness. Additionally, Silox et al. reports three
flow resistivity values obtained from the inverse characterization using COMET/Trim software
and direct measurements in the Gulfstream acoustic test facility. The highest value reported is from
a sample with 5.4 kg/m3 density and it has 40 000 MKS Rayls/m flow resistivity after the sample
is compressed down to 50% of its original length[43]. The reported values contradict the values
reported in our test methods and directed us to a more detailed evaluation in section 4.1.3.
The direct flow resistivity of 12.7 mm fiberglass samples deviates 32% and 90% compared
to the equivalent and poroelastic predictions as shown in Figure 4.2. The 25.4 mm samples deviate
18.4% and 13.3%; and 50.8 mm samples deviate 46% and 13.3% compared to the equivalent fluid
and the poroelastic predictions, respectively. The flow resistivity of glass wool deviate 7.4% and
9.9% compared to the inverse equivalent fluid and the poroelastic models and all the values are in
the range of 46 000-54 600 Pa.s/m2.
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DATA COMPARISON OF FLOW RESISTIVITY VALUES O F DIRECT M ETHOD
AND INVERSE METHODS
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the flow resistivity values obtained from the inverse and direct
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4.2 Comparison between the experimental, measured, and inverse characterization
4.2.1 Investigation of absorption coefficient by inverse characterization of one thickness
Each material used for the experiments has unique properties. Studying each of these
properties individually and then using the software to predict the properties give a better
understanding of the FOAM X software as well as the material under investigation. As shown in
Figure 3.7 the inverse equivalent fluid model can use data from multiple thicknesses to predict the
transport properties of a sample. Since each sample have transport properties that are dependent
on the thickness; the effect of using data from multiple thicknesses vs a single thickness was of
interest to this study. Therefore, we have separated the comparison of data into two sections: 1
uses the equivalent fluid predictions obtained from individual samples and 2) uses the equivalent
fluid predictions obtained from multiple samples. The first comparison includes the individual
absorption curves obtained from experimental, measured, and inverse characterization. The second
comparison uses the absorption curves obtained from inverse equivalent fluid characterization
performed by combining 12.7, 25.4- and 50.8-mm samples of urethane and fiberglass. The second
comparison also include plots of 12.7 mm and 50.8 mm absorption coefficients calculated using
the transport properties obtained from 25.4 mm samples.
4.2.1.1 Acoustic parameters of Foam Material
This section focusses on the individual absorption curves obtained from experimental,
measured, and inverse characterization of elastic urethane, melamine, and polyimide samples.
Even though we have tested two samples from each thickness as listed in Table 4.1, the property
variation can be present among the materials even if they consist of similar morphology. This
makes the absorption coefficient predictions complicated and time consuming, hence we have
turned to semi-empirical models that simplify the calculations with set of assumptions. For
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example, we have used the JCAL model to calculate the sound absorption coefficients, with the
assumption that the material under investigation is isotropic and contains interconnected small
pores that are smaller than the wavelength of the acoustic wave traveling through the material. The
JCAL model and the direct transport values obtained from different test methods are used to
develop the measured sound absorption coefficient. The transport properties used for the
calculations are given in Table A.1 and A.2.
4.2.1.1.1 Absorption Coefficients of Elastic Urethane Foam

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: The sound absorbance of 0.5” thickness elastic urethane (a) sample 1 and (b)
sample 2 with experimental data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid
predictions and numerical calculations.
The Figure 4.3 show the experimental, measured, and predicted absorption coefficients of
12.7 mm urethane samples. The experimental data of both sample 1 and 2 contains high noise in
frequency region below 1000 Hz compared to the other sections of the graph. The shape of the
absorption predicted using the inverse poroelastic fluid align with the experimental data more
closely than the other two graphs.
The inverse equivalent model prediction has a closer shape of the absorption curve below
the 2000 Hz; and in the higher frequency range the prediction in sample 1 start to deviate more
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from experimental data compared to sample 2. The numerical data has high absorption values in
the high frequency range than the experimental values but follow a similar trend in the range below
2000 Hz.
The Figure 4.4 compare 25.4 mm elastic urethane sample 1 and 2. Even though the flow
resistivity difference is low, the numerical calculations using the JCAL model show that the two
samples have an equal amount of shift to the left compared to the predictions and the experimental
values, where the deviation begin after 1000 Hz.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: The sound absorbance of 1.0” thickness elastic urethane (a) sample 1 and (b)
sample 2 with experimental data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid
predictions and numerical calculations.
Figure 4.5 show graphs of 50.8 mm thickness elastic urethane sample 1 and 2. The
experimental absorption coefficient of the two samples has slightly different features in the 2000–
3000 Hz frequency range. However, the poroelastic model prediction uses a resonance range of
3000–4500 Hz and capture the features of the experimental data more accurately (especially the
shape of the curve of the sample 2) than the measured and the inverse equivalent fluid prediction.
The deviation of the measured coefficient from the experimental and the predicted data starts after
500 Hz and the numerical calculations shifts slightly left. Meanwhile, the correlations of the
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predicted and the experimental data (given in Table A.3) for the 50.8 mm thickness curves are
lower compared to the other thickness values, which can be observed with significantly higher
deviations in the high frequency range.
The calculated viscous and thermal characteristic lengths for 12.7 mm samples are close to
110 μm and 220 μm, respectively. Similarly, for 25.4 mm samples, the calculated characteristic
lengths are approximately 90 μm and 180 μm, but the calculated characteristic values for 50.4 mm
samples fluctuate between 105-109 μm and the 211-219 μm. These values differ significantly from
predicted values given in Table A.3 and A.5.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: The sound absorbance of 2.0” thickness elastic urethane (a) sample 1 and (b) sample
2 with experimental data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid predictions and
numerical calculations.
The inverse characterization using equivalent fluid and poroelastic models predict a
porosity value fluctuation between 0.97 - 0.99 for 12.7 mm urethane samples, while direct porosity
value is 0.902. Similarly, 25.4 mm has porosity prediction between 0.89- 0.99; and 50.4 mm
samples have porosity predictions between the 0.80–0.85. These values are close to the highest
boundary of cost function (in Section 3.5) and close to the direct property obtained from CT
scanning (in Table A2).
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The predicted Young’s modulus of 25.4 mm samples is higher compared to the 12.7 mm
samples, but it has lower Poisson ratios. According to the Table A.5, for 50.4 mm samples, the
two samples used for the prediction with the same resonance range predicts significantly different
values for the characteristic lengths, Poisson ratio and Young’s modulus. A deviation can also be
seen in between the equivalent fluid and the poroelastic prediction.
According to the inverse characterization explanation in section 2.3, the shape of the graph
under consideration should include at least two out of the three regions. Since the shape of the 12.7
mm urethane foam has a high frequency close to 5000Hz, the frequency range that includes the
region II is small compared to graphs of thickness 24.5 mm and 50.8 mm, which can make the
predicted result to have a considerable amount of deviation from the experimental data. Since
experimental absorption coefficient of both 25.4 and 50.8 mm contains data in all three ranges, its
features are the predicted more accurately using the inverse methods, except some resonance
peaks.
4.2.1.1.2 Absorption Coefficients of Polyimide Foam
Figure 4.6 show the comparison of four type of absorption coefficients for two polyimide
samples. According to Table A.3 the direct tortuosity has no deviation from the equivalent fluid
prediction but a show a significantly high deviation from the poroelastic prediction. However, we
have noticed that due to the light-weight nature of the polyimide foam the absorption curves show
resonance at frequencies between 3000-5000 Hz, which can be observed in sample 2. We assume
that sample 1 resonance is not significant as much as sample 2, due to different boundary
conditions between the sample and the holder (when mounted on to the impedance tube during
testing) or a slight density difference between the samples.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 6: The sound absorbance of 0.5” thickness polyimide (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2
with experimental data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid predictions and
numerical calculations.
The effect of having a high deviation in the absorption coefficients is visible when looking
at the results comparison in Table A.3 and A.4. Similarly, the individual data of each type of
prediction and direct results between the two samples show a high deviation among all properties
except in flow resistivity. Despite the experimental deviations, the JCAL calculations closely
match the shape of poroelastic and equivalent fluid predictions. The observations made about the
high flow resistivity (in Section 4.1.2) and the shape of the absorption graphs of polyimide material
indicate that since the specimen is lighter than other material, there might be significant structural
resonance in the samples that give erroneous results.
4.2.1.1.3 Absorption Coefficients of Melamine Foam
Three melamine foams sample with equal thickness was tested since the poroelastic
prediction show a significant deviation between the experimental data. The sample 1 and 2 was
extracted from the same batch of material to compare with sample E from a different batch.
According to Figure 4.7, inverse poroelastic data is the best match for experimental data obtained
for all three samples. The resonance dips are present in each experimental curve, but they fluctuate
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with in the 1000 - 3000 Hz range.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.7: The sound absorbance of 1.0” thickness melamine (a) sample 1, (b) sample 2, (c)
sample E, with experimental data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid
predictions and numerical calculations.
Calculated viscous and thermal characteristic lengths for the sample 1 and 2 are
approximately 95µm and 190 µm. But the predictions using the two models in Table A.3 and A.8
show approximately 200 µm and 600-3000 µm deviations for equivalent fluid and poroelastic
predictions.
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When comparing the data from Table A.3 and A.8 for the respective sample, the inverse
fluid values predicted for the sample 1& 2 and the sample E have similar values, hence the
equivalent fluid model doesn’t get affected significantly when the data from same material with
different morphology is tested. However, the properties for the poroelastic prediction have similar
porosity values and close tortuosity values but deviate significantly when comparing the flow
resistivity and the characteristic lengths. The three sample show three different Young’s modulus
and Poisson ratio which can be justified by the fact that the resonance ranges considered for the
three samples are different from each other during the poroelastic inverse prediction.
The measured values have a similar deviation seen throughout the three samples, and the
poroelastic prediction shape deviate significantly compared to the experimental data in the 40005000 Hz range in both sample 1 and E, where is takes a wavy shape close to the fluctuation dips.
The equivalent fluid prediction aligns perfectly with experimental data except in the sudden dip
region for sample 1 and E. And a slight deviation in the 100- 500 Hz region in sample 2.
4.2.1.2 Acoustic parameters and properties of Fiber Material
The same analysis in section 4.2.1.1 performed to understand the inverse characterization
of non-acoustic properties in fiber material. It is important to understand the deviations that
occur between samples obtained from same foam material with different thickness since fiber
material have an inhomogeneous morphology due to non-uniform air channels among the fibers.
Additionally, study focuses more on the individual results from experiments and inverse
characterization to see similar behavior for samples with same thickness.
4.2.1.2.1

Absorption Coefficients of Fiberglass

The Figure 4.8 show the absorption coefficient of 12.7 mm thickness fiberglass material.
The figure compares four graphs obtained using the experimental, measured, inverse poroelastic
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and inverse equivalent fluid methods. Inverse poroelastic model uses resonance range of 1000 2300 Hz where it shows that the predicted curves fit very close to experimental sound absorption
coefficient. Meanwhile, the absorption coefficient from JCAL model and direct values show that
both curves deviate significantly below 2000 Hz and above 3000 Hz. The comparison between the
respective properties in Table A.4 and A.6 show that the similar porosity values for the sample 1
direct and prediction; however, the poroelastic prediction of sample 2 value have a considerable
difference compared to sample 1, which makes sample 2 an outlier when comparing all the
properties with rest of the fiberglass samples.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: The sound absorbance of 0.5” thickness fiberglass (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2 with
experimental data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid predictions and
numerical calculations.
Figure 4.9 show the absorption coefficient for the fiberglass samples with 25.4 mm
thickness. The individual 25.4 mm predicted values given in Table A.4 and Table A.6 deviate
slightly between each other except for the high deviation seen in the flow resistivity. When
comparing the predicted values with direct experiment values (shown in table A.2, A.4 and A.6),
the deviation is significantly high and it is more visible when comparing the numerical absorption
curve of the two samples with the predicted and the experimental curves. The highest deviation in
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25.4mm absorption curves are seen in 1000–4000 Hz range. The 25.4 mm sample 2 has a slight
curvy shape in the 2000-4000 Hz range due to the sudden drop seen close to the 3000Hz. This
drop in the experimental data is due improper data overlap between the mid and high frequency
ranges during the experiment. Due to this drop the absorption curve of the poroelastic prediction
deviate from the experimental values as well the equivalent fluid prediction values.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: The sound absorbance of 1.0” thickness fiberglass sample 1 and 2 with experimental
data, inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid predictions and numerical
calculations.
The inverse predicted 25.4 mm results are similar to 12.7 mm results except the flow
resistivity values and the poroelastic prediction in 12.7 mm sample 2. The predicted Youngs
modulus and the Poisson ratio obtained from inverse poroelastic methods are significantly
different after considering a similar frequency range of 1000 - 2300 Hz. When 25.4 mm values
compared with the 12.7 mm data show a similar property for the porosity and tortuosity.
Figure 4.10 show the absorption coefficient for the fiberglass samples with 25.4 mm
thickness. Measured absorption curve start to deviate after 1500 Hz and have a wavy shape,
compared to other predicted and measured curves. Experimental data for sample 2 show two dips
and some noise in the frequency range close to 1000 Hz but unlike most inverse poroelastic
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prediction was not able to predict the resonance dips. The resonance range considered for the both
graphs are between 650- 1000 Hz.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: The sound absorbance of 2.0” thickness fiberglass sample 1 with experimental data,
inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid predictions and numerical calculations.
The deviation between the inverse predicted, experimental and the direct numerical values
in are in Table A.2, A.4 and A.6. The individual flow resistivity of the poroelastic values predict
significantly different values for the two samples where sample 1 resistivity is close to the
equivalent fluid prediction and sample 2 values is close to the direct measurement. The acoustic
properties compared with the 12.7 mm and 25.4 mm samples have significant decreased for flow
resistivity and the characteristic lengths whereas similar values for tortuosity and porosity in the
equivalent fluid model values.
For all the fibrous material we have assumed that the viscous and the thermal
characteristics lengths are equal. Therefore, characteristics values of 12.7 mm samples 1 and 2,
obtained from the numerical calculations (using direct data) are approximately 63.4μm and
64.8μm,

respectively. Whereas, the inverse equivalent model and the poroelastic model

predictions (given in Table A. 4 and Table A. 6) have values close to 322μm and 199-380μm range
for both models, respectively. This is a deviation of 25-33% in calculated characteristic lengths,
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from the predicted values. The characteristic lengths for 25.4 mm samples calculated using the
direct experimental data are approximately 75.5μm for sample 1 and 79.1μm for sample 2; and for
50.8 mm sample are 91.3µm 94.9µm for sample 1 and 2. All the predicted values for the
characteristic lengths (in Table A.4 and A.6) have a higher deviation for both 25.4 mm and 50.8
mm samples.
It is difficult to assume that the 12.7 mm fiberglass samples have the first maximum in the
frequency range under investigation, which cause the numerical data to deviate from the predicted
values, since the graph is not covering the three main characteristic regions given in section 2.3.
For both 25.4 mm curves have the initial maximum point within the frequency range under
consideration; however, the contribution of the third region in cost function is minimal. For 50.8
mm samples, the poroelastic model predict significantly different values for each sample under
consideration even if the experimental graph is covering all three regions. However, there are
larger amount of data in region III than in region I and II.
Since the poroelastic model also depend on the density of the material and the resonance
range, the deviation was expected due to the improper recognition of resonance regions and
normalized density of material. During the calculations and the predictions, it was assumed that
the fiber material is isotropic: however the large property deviation seen among the fiberglass
material lead us to the conclusion that irregular denser areas may have caused slight deviation
between the shape of the experimental graphs affecting the final results.
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4.2.1.2.2

Absorption Coefficients of Glass wool

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11: The sound absorbance of glass wool sample 1 and sample 2 with experimental data,
inverse poroelastic predictions, inverse equivalent fluid predictions and numerical calculations
The experimental absorption coefficient in Figure 4.11 show some dips in the low
frequency range, which can be due to the resonance of the sample. The lack of rigid boundary
conditions can affect the resonance dips in the end of the lower frequency range causing the curve
to move slightly to mid frequency range creating a double dip when the curves are combined. The
shape of the inverse predictions matches experimental data closer even though the resonance dips
are not in the prediction. The shape of the sample 1 numerical data has slight deviation below the
4000Hz. The porosity of the samples obtained from the CT scans deviate 11.3% and 28.4% from
poroelastic prediction and 13.5% from the equivalent fluid prediction. The viscous and the thermal
characteristic lengths used in the numerical calculations are approximately 58.2μm for sample 1
and 60.2μm for sample 2. The calculated characteristic lengths have a larger deviation from the
poroelastic prediction in sample 2. The experimental data cover all three regions used for the
predictions, which leads to less difference between the absorbance coefficient even though the
difference between the individual parameters is high between the direct values and the predicted
values.
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4.2.2

Investigation of absorption coefficient by inverse characterization of three thickness
Inverse equivalent fluid interface in FOAMX software allow multiple graphs to be used at

once to predict the acoustic properties as shown in Figure 3.7. After observing the inverse
characterization for each individual sample or samples with same thickness, we performed further
inverse prediction using six graphs. These six graphs are the experimental data from 12.7 mm,
25.4 mm and 50.8 mm samples of elastic urethane and fiberglass. Furthermore, a similar analysis
was performed by using the direct properties of the 25.4mm thickness samples to predict the shapes
of 12.7mm and 50.8mm samples. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show the results for all the analysis
for sample 1 of both material with respective thickness and the deviation of predicted shapes
compared to experimental values.
4.2.1.1 Elastic Urethane Foam Inverse Characterization Properties from Multiple
Thickness
The 12.7 elastic urethane samples prediction using the three thickness has a larger deviation
from the experimental data and the deviation significantly decrease with the increase in thickness.
The shape of the 25.4 mm and 50.8 mm graphs shifted slightly to the left when using three
thickness data for the equivalent fluid prediction. However, the same three thickness data deviated
less from the numerical data.
The porosity obtained from the CT scans for the urethane foams are similar, but the
tortuosity obtained from direct measurements and the equivalent fluid prediction using one
thickness values for the 12.7 mm has 7.1% and 8% difference; 25.4 mm samples have 5% and
13% difference, and 50.8 mm samples have 18.5% and 31% difference. The comparison of the
predicted flow resistivity using three thickness with direct measurements and the prediction using
one thickness is 6.9% and 14.3% for 12.7 mm samples; 33% and 32% for 25.4 mm samples; and
10% and 53% for 50.8 mm samples. All the data are summarized in Figure B. 2- B. 4.
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The percent differences and Figure 4.12 show that the direct measurements are close to the
inverse three thickness predictions. The numerically calculated absorption values of the 12.7 mm
deviate from the experimental data after 2000 Hz and get close to three thickness prediction. For
the 25.4 mm samples the deviation between the three-thickness prediction and the numerical data
start after 2500 Hz but 50.8 mm samples show a very similar shape. The prediction used by the
25.4 data to plot the 12.7mm show a deviation which is more significant in the 1000–5000 Hz
range and 50.8 sample have the same shape of the inverse and numerical curves but with a
significant shift.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.12: The sound absorbance of 0.5” thickness elastic urethane samples with experimental
data, inverse equivalent fluid predictions with one thickness input and three thickness input
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4.2.2.2 Fiberglass Inverse Characterization Properties from Multiple Thickness

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.13: The sound absorbance of 0.5”, 1.0” and 2” thickness fiberglass samples with
experimental data, inverse equivalent fluid predictions with one thickness input and three
thickness input
The study of fiberglass samples with three thickness help to identify if the structure of the
fiber affects the prediction using the three thickness and the prediction using the 25.4 mm data.
The three thickness prediction data was used to clarify the overall effect of using different
thickness values on the cost function and the prediction. According to the values given in Table
A.9 the tortuosity values obtained using the three thicknesses compared with the direct
measurements and the one thickness prediction has 1.1% and 0.8% difference for 12.7 mm
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samples; 1.1% for sample 25.4 mm and 1.1% and 6.3% for 50.8 mm samples. Similarly, the threethickness prediction of flow resistivity data comparison with direct measurements and one
thickness predictions show 28.8% and 46.0% difference for 12.7 mm samples, 3.3% and 26. 5%
difference for 25.4 mm samples and 50% and more than 100% difference from 50.8 samples. The
summary of this comparison is given in Figure B.2–B. 4.
Figure 4.13 show the comparison of the three thicknesses used inverse characterization
with the experimental, numerical, both inverse methods and external prediction made using
25.4mm data. The absorption coefficients of three thickness prediction had a larger deviation after
1000 Hz in 12.7 mm sample compared to all the graphs. However, in Figure 4.13a and 4.13b, the
deviation present but less significant than the deviation shown in 12.7 mm data. A similar
observation made for the elastic urethane samples can be seen in the fiber glass samples where,
the 3-thickness data show a small deviation from the experimental data with increasing thickness.
The predictions made using the 25.4 mm thickness data show that 12.7 mm samples absorption
coefficient is close to three thickness prediction. However, the 50.8 mm sample has better match
with the experimental data, numerical and both equivalent fluid model inverse predictions.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The transportation industry, such as the automobile and aviation industry investigate ways
to improve the sound absorption properties of several materials to navigate acoustic energy loss in
many mechanical parts such as engines and propellers. During the past few decades, the acoustic
research received more attention due to the health issues such as sleep deprivation and depression
caused around the airports located in the populated areas. With the high demand on the material
with better sound absorbance and insulations, the materials such as fiberglass, glass wool, elastic
urethane, melamine, and polyimide are produced with better absorption qualities. Even though
these materials have high sound absorption; obtaining the acoustic properties and controlling the
property to modify the outcome becomes difficult. The main reason being the method used to
produce the material has limited ways to control the microstructure of these porous materials,
which determine the main acoustic properties such as porosity, flow resistivity, tortuosity, and the
characteristic lengths.
Biot investigated acoustic parameters and the mechanical parameters that contribute to
sound absorption. This model show that two compressional waves and a shear wave governs the
wave propagation through porous material, which causes viscous losses, thermal losses, and
structural losses in the material. The Biot model is further simplified by the semiempirical models
due to several contributions made by, Pride, Johnson, Champoux, Allard and Lafarge. However,
these models still depend on the many transport properties, five being the least number of
properties required to successfully create a model. It is feasible to obtain these properties through
different experiments that have developed through the years even if the accuracy and the efficiency
of the test procures have been the main drawback of the testing.
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The new way of obtaining, the acoustic properties were then discussed by Attala et al. They
have used the absorption values of the tested material to obtain the acoustic properties by
performing the inverse calculations of the equivalent fluid models of Johnson-Champoux Allard
and the poroelastic models by Biot and Allard. The inverse characterization uses a cost function
that compare to the experimental value of a given frequency with a predicted value that obtained
by using set of parameters. These parameters have lower and upper limit which are obtained by
observing the most common values for porous materials’ acoustic properties. The best results
obtained from these properties would make the cost function used for the inverse characterization
to have a minimum value, which leads to a single result. The commercially available FOAMX
software uses same inverse characterizations with minor developments such as using multiple set
of absorption values obtained by different thickness to get acoustic properties of the porous
material. This software is beneficial to research to identify acoustic properties only by performing
sound absorption experiments. To have a better understanding of the behavior of inverse
characterization, this study has investigated five commercially used porous materials, with widely
known properties, using the FOAMX software.
Material used for experiments are categorized as foam and fiber materials. The tortuosity,
flow resistivity and the porosity of the samples under investigation was obtained using direct
experiments. The measured data was then compared with the inverse predicted non-acoustic
properties obtained using the FOAMX software. The foam materials and fiber materials modeled
as general porous materials in the inverse characterization show similar absorption coefficient as
the calculated absorption values on larger thickness compared to small thickness values. The
poroelastic models were able to predict the absorption values of the foams and fiber materials with
a high accuracy, given that the correct resonance range is identified.
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The absorption coefficient each graph predicted by the inverse characterization using
sample with one thickness deviated less when compared to the predictions obtained using
experimental data of three different thicknesses. It can be concluded that the cost function analysis
of the three graphs finalize the result comparing the minimum values with three graphs to get a
better fit. The samples with larger thickness values cover three important ranges in absorption
coefficient which leads the inverse predictions of large thickness absorptions to have a less
deviation from the experimental data. The smaller sample thickness, that does not include the
major three regions in the sound absorption coefficient curves show that measured coefficient
calculated from the direct data and the predicted data using three thickness deviates significantly
from the experimental absorption values.
When comparing the individual properties predicted by inverse characterization with the
directly measured values, deviations are significant in some samples. The difference between the
predicted results and the experimental results could occur due to experiment set up errors,
calculations errors or not following the assumptions made to model the absorption graphs. The
highest deviation in the tortuosity measurements seen in the large thickness samples confirm that
the experimental values of these samples must be erroneous due the high noise in the ultrasonic
signal obtained. The measured data obtained from four samples with the same thickness show a
large deviation with the increase in thickness confirming experimental errors.
The inverse characterization of equivalent fluid model using one thickness the has better
match for absorption coefficient even though it is not as close as poroelastic prediction. However,
the comparison between the individual acoustic transport properties show some patterns in the
change. The tortuosity values obtained from equivalent fluid (one thickness and three thickness)
and poroelastic values are consistent except for melamine foam. Most of the one thickness
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equivalent fluid and direct experiment values are closer to each other. The direct measurements
of the flow resistivity have a better match with the predictions made using the equivalent fluid
models (for three thickness than with one thickness data); and show highest deviation from the
poroelastic data specially for samples with larger thickness or made with polyimide material. The
three thickness equivalent fluid data match foam materials closer than fiber material and have a
high uncertainty range for both fiber and foam material. Th experimental porosity values of foam
material is close to one thickness and three thickness equivalent fluid models than fiber materials.
In conclusion, the inverse characterization method works much more efficiently depending
on the purpose of your investigation. If a specific sample with a given thickness to be investigate,
the method will predict the acoustic properties that align with that given thickness, however, when
three thickness of the same material is used for the investigation, the prediction tend to satisfies
the shape of all the graphs, where it does show a slight deviation of the given data. Additionally,
it is important to use absorption values that include the three main regions used to predict the
properties using the cost function. The experimental errors expected in the tortuosity and the flow
resistivity data can be the reason for the deviation seen in some sample and the calculations
obtained from the large thickness data have a better prediction ability. However, the predicted from
one specific thickness cannot be used to plot absorption coefficient of different thicknesses.
The inverse eq. method can be used for foam material better than fiber material. Inverse
characterization is a good method to identify the ranges of parameters that would give you the
expected absorption. This method is best for porous material designers when developing aluminum
foam or 3D printed material.
The future work for the given research includes finding the patterns of the changes of tortuosity
and flow resistivity of the samples based on the thickness and the microstructure of the materials.
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Perform an investigation to see if these changes can be easily predicted using the inverse
characterization. Study the effect of the resonance and the bulk density on the predicted properties
using the poroelastic model. Perform a comparison between the two-thickness method using the
propagation constant and inverse characterization method to finalize which method is best
applicable for the acoustic property prediction scenarios. Additionally, we can model a porous
material where you can control the parameters and test and compare the direct method and inverse
predicted data. Since the fiber sample prediction deviate more from experimental values, an
inverse method can be developed to predict parameters using Delany and Beasley models that are
specifically made for fibrous porous material.
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AND ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIAL
TABLE A.1
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND AIR PROPERTIES USED IN THE NUMERICAL DATA CALCULATIONS
Property/
Sample Name
Thickness
(mm)
Temperature (0C)
Humidity
(%)
Atmospheric
Pressure (Pa)
Air Density
(kg/m3)
Sound Speed
(m/s)
Viscosity
(N.s/m2)
Specific Heat
Ratio
Prandtl Number
Bulk Density
(Kg/m3)

Elastic
Urethane
Sample 1 & 2

Glass wool
Sample 1 & 2

Melamine
Foam Sample
E

12.7, 25.4, 50.8

25.4

25.4

25.4

12.7

12.7, 25.4, 50.8

24.3

24.3

24

24.7

24.7

24.7

32

32

29

20

20

20

965.5

964.67

971

967.33

967.33

962.72

1.126

1.125

1.134

1.128

1.128

1.123

346.68

346.68

346.42

346.62

346.62

346.62

1.84E-05

1.84E-05

1.84E-05

1.84E-05

1.84E-05

1.84E-05

1.401

1.401

1.401

1.041

1.041

1.041

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.71

32.04

128.15

7.05

7.05

6.41

8.01
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Melamine
Polyimide
Foam Sample 1 Foam Sample 1
&2
&2

Fiberglass
Sample 1 & 2

APPENDIX A (continued)
TABLE A.2
THE ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OBTAINED FROM THE DIRECT METHODS
Sample Name
EU05XXS1

Tortuosity
1.6756

Flow Resistivity
20645.16

Porosity
0.902

EU05XXS2

1.6579

22662.73

-

EU10XXS1

1.4245

28307.05

-

EU10XXS2

1.5318

32046.97

-

EU20XXS1

1.3287

17823.61

-

EU20XXS2

1.2861

18676.84

-

GL10XXS1

0.9498

45062.94

0.794

GL10XXS2

1.0276

46506.92

-

MF10XXSE

1.0721

18466.73

0.999

MF10XXS1

1.0851

16972.57

-

MF10XXS2

1.0741

17444.85

-

PM05XXS1

1.0000

78826.65

0.999

PM05XXS2

1.0000

77970.62

-

FG05XXS1

1.2717

36710.26

0.828

FG05XXS2

1.1432

35180.24

-

FG10XXS1

-

25941.58

-

FG10XXS2

-

23612.58

-

FG20XXS1

-

17714.81

-

FG20XXS2

-

16375.12

-
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TABLE A.3
INVERSE EQUIVALENT FLUID CHARACTERIZATION OF ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOAM MATERIAL
Property/ Sample Name

EU0560S1&2

EU1060S1&2

EU2060S1&2

MF1060SE

MF1060S1&2

PM1060S1&2

Porosity

0.98 ± 0.019

0.894 ± 0.005

0.85 ± 0

0.996 ± 0

0.999 ±

0.894 ± 0.052

Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)

17639 ± 3392

29678 ± 799

13190± 1903

11774 ± 0

11002 ± 535

93308 ± 6048

Tortuosity

1.684 ± 0.069

1.781 ± 0.107

1.18 ± 0.255

1±0

1±0

1±0

Viscous Ch. Length (μm)

179.1 ± 100.2

67.8 ± 16.9

37.7 ± 8.9

212. 4 ± 0

208.4 ± 14.3

17.8 ± 2.8

Thermal Ch. Length(μm)

249.3 ± 1

79.3 ± 0.6

124. 7 ± 14.9

212. 4 ± 0

208.4 ± 14.3

266.1 ± 1.7

Correlation

0.99866

0.99916

0.99803

0.9994

0.99902

0.99583

TABLE A.4
INVERSE EQUIVALENT FLUID CHARACTERIZATION OF ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN FIBER MATERIAL
Property/ Sample Name

GL1060S1&2

FG0560S1&2

FG1060S1&2

FG2060S1&2

Porosity

0.899 ± 0.069

0.999 ± 0

0.999 ± 0

0.999 ± 0

Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)

49191 ± 5456

47380 ± 11977

20224 ± 3195

9146 ± 30

Tortuosity

1.158 ± 0.223

1.019 ± 0.027

1±0

1.014 ± 0.004

Viscous Characteristic Length (μm)

66.6 ± 42.3

322.9 ± 105.1

341 ± 83.2

127.3 ± 8.5

Thermal Characteristic Length (μm)
Correlation

78.4 ± 25.7

322.9 ± 105.1

341 ± 83.2

128.2 ± 7.1

0.99878

0.99869

0.99913

0.99904
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TABLE A.5
ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF URETHANE FOAM BY INVERSE POROELASTIC CHARACTERIZATION
Property/ Sample Name
Resonance Range (Hz)
Porosity
Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)
Tortuosity
Viscous Ch. Length (μm)
Thermal Ch. Length (μm)
Young's Modulus (Pa)
Poisson Ratio
Damping

EU0560S1
500-900
0.999
16024
1.677
118
248
65380
0.499
0.195

EU0560S2
500-900
0.97
19899
1.732
249
250
55111
0.5
0.003

EU1060S1
3000-4500
0.999
17014
1.653
44
263
1968818
0.3
0.181

EU1060S2
3000-4500
0.999
17239
1.693
41
274
1991630
0.3
0.175

EU2060S1
3000-4500
0.834
21644
1.543
50
110
26786929
0
0

EU2060S2
3000-4500
0.807
20761
2.2
93
104
768166
0.354
0.2

TABLE A.6
ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF FIBERGLASS BY INVERSE POROELASTIC CHARACTERIZATION
Property/ Sample Name
Resonance Range (Hz)
Porosity
Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)
Tortuosity
Viscous Ch. Length (μm)
Thermal Ch. Length (μm)
Young's Modulus (Pa)
Poisson Ratio
Damping

FG0560S1
1000 - 2300
0.999
55583
1.032
293
380
185880
0.5
0.195

FG0560S2
1000 - 2300
0.7
81979
1
199
199
1005
0.5
0.2

FG1060S1
1000 - 2300
0.999
22730
1
392
392
222303
0.494
0.015
92

FG1060S2
1000 - 2300
0.999
20251
1
331
331
656901
0.401
0.11

FG2060S1
650 - 1000
0.999
9747
1.014
129
129
525488
0.386
0.1

FG2060S2
650 - 1000
0.955
20974
1.07
819
1051
409853
0.492
0.135

APPENDIX A (continued)
TABLE A.7
ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF GLASSWOOL BY INVERSE POROELASTIC CHARACTERIZATION
Property/ Sample Name
The Resonance Range (Hz)
Porosity
Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)
Tortuosity
Viscous Ch. Length (μm)
Thermal Ch. Length (μm)
Young's Modulus (Pa)
Poisson Ratio
Damping

GL1060S1
600-900
0.882
46102
1.149
69
70
75558
0
0

GL1060S2
600 - 1100
0.999
54548
1.588
160
230
22058
0.469
0.04

TABLE A.8
ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF MELAMINE AND POLYIMIDE BY INVERSE POROELASTIC CHARACTERIZATION

Property/ Sample Name
The Resonance Range (Hz)
Porosity
Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)
Tortuosity
Viscous Characteristic Length (μm)
Thermal Characteristic Length (μm)
Young's Modulus (Pa)
Poisson Ratio
Damping

MF1060SE
1600 - 2500
0.727
88734
1.011
638
3000
293340
0.446
0.2

MF1060S1
3500 - 4000
0.7
63203
1
3000
3000
1168662
0.146
0.017
93

MF1060S2
3500 - 4000
0.7
79962
1.138
1368
1718
823686
0
0.2

PM1060S1
2400 - 3500
0.934
103977
1.965
132
286
12340
0.5
0.071

PM1060S2
2400 - 3500
0.815
95662
1.486
30
233
500182
0.5
0.157

APPENDIX A (continued)
TABLE A.9
INVERSE EQUIVALENT FLUID PREDICTION OF ACOUSTIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES USING THREE THICKNESSES
Property/ Sample Name

EU Foam

Fiberglass

Porosity

0.908 ± 0.061

0.999 ± 0

Flow Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)

20169 ± 7834

25583 ± 18448

Tortuosity

1.549 ± 0.315

1.011 ± 0.015

Viscous Characteristic Length (μm)

94.9 ± 80.8

263.7 ± 121.8

Thermal Characteristic Length (μm)

151.1 ± 79

264 ± 121.4

0.98837

0.98758

Correlation
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TABLE A.10
THE COMPARISON OF THE TORTUOSITY VALUES OBTAINED FROM DIRECT MEASUREMENTS AND PREDICTIONS
Sample
Name
EU0530S1
EU0560S1
EU0530S2
EU0560S2
EU1030S1
EU1060S1
EU1030S2
EU1060S2
EU2030S1
EU2060S1
EU2030S2
EU2060S2
GL1030S1
GL1060S1
GL1030S2
GL1060S2
MF1030SE
MF1060S1
MF1060S2
PM0560S1
PM0560S2
FG0560S1
FG0560S2
FG1060S1
FG1060S2
FG2060S1
FG2060S2

Poroelastic

Average Equivalent Equivalent fluid
Poroelastic
fluid
Sensitivity

% Eq. Mod Diff.
from D.M

1.677
1.7045

1.684

0.07

-1.0

1.673

1.781

0.108

-20.5

1.8715

1.18

0.256

9.7

1.3685

1.158

0.224

-18.7

1.011

1

0

6.7

1.069

1

0

7.4

1.7255

1

0

0.0

1.016

1.019

0.027

15.6

1

1

0

17.2

1.042

1.014

0.004

16.0

1.732
1.653
1.693
1.543
2.2
1.149
1.588
1.011
1
1.138
1.965
1.486
1.032
1
1
1
1.014
1.07

95

Direct
Measurement
1.6554
1.6958
1.6157
1.7001
1.3875
1.4615
1.4273
1.6362
1.4722
1.1852
1.6055
0.9666
0.9475
0.9521
1.0276
1.078
1.0851
1.0741
1.0000
1.0000
1.2717
1.1432
-

% Poro. Mod
Diff. from D.M.
-2.3

-13.2

-43.1

-40.3
5.7
1.0
-72.6
15.9
17.2
13.7

APPENDIX A (continued)
TABLE A.11
THE COMPARISON OF FLOW RESISTIVITY VALUES OBTAINED FROM DIRECT MEASUREMENTS AND PREDICTIONS
Sample
EU0530S1
EU0560S1
EU0530S2
EU0560S2
EU1030S1
EU1060S1
EU1030S2
EU1060S2
EU2030S1
EU2060S1
EU2030S2
EU2060S2
GL1030S1
GL1060S1
GL1030S2
GL1060S2
MF1060SE
MF1060S1
MF1060S2
PM0560S1
PM0560S2
FG0560S1
FG0560S2
FG1060S1
FG1060S2
FG2060S1
FG2060S2

Poroelastic

Average
Poroelastic

Equivalent
fluid

Equivalent fluid
Sensitivity

17961.5

17639

3392

16024

Direct
Measurement

% Poro. Mod
Diff. from D.M.

18.5

17.1

1.7

43.2

27.7

-16.2

-7.4

-9.9

36.2

-380.51

36.1

-316.0

-19.0

-27.3

-31.8

-91.3

18.4

13.3

46.3

9.9

20645.16

19899

22662.73

17014

28307.05
17126.5

29678

799

17239

32046.97

21644

17823.61
21202.5

13190

1903

20761

18676.84

46102

45062.94
50325

49191

5456

54548
88734
63203
79962
103977
95662
55583
81979
22730
20251
9747
20974

% Eq. Mod
Diff. from D.M.

46506.92
88734

11774

0

71582.5

11002

535

99819.5

93308

6048

68781

47380

11977

21490.5

20224

3195

15360.5

9146

30
96

18466.73
16972.57
17444.85
78826.65
77970.62
36710.26
35180.24
25941.58
23612.58
17714.81
16375.12

APPENDIX A (continued)
TABLE A.12
THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY (RELATIVE DENSITY) CALCULATIONS USING THE ASTM D792
Sample
Name
EU1030

-0.1466

Water Temp.
[°C]
22.2000

Water Density at
Temp. [g/cc]
0.99773

Specific
Gravity
0.7787

Specimen Density
[g/cc]
0.7769

Specimen Density
[lbm/in3]
0.0281

1.0686

-0.5540

22.2000

0.99773

0.6586

0.6571

0.0237

EU0560

1.0778

-0.4387

22.2000

0.99773

0.7107

0.7091

0.0256

EU1060

2.1067

-0.6945

22.2000

0.99773

0.7521

0.7504

0.0271

GL1030

1.6373

0.9002

22.2000

0.99773

2.2213

2.2162

0.0801

MF1030

0.1506

0.0576

22.1000

0.99776

1.6194

1.6157

0.0584

PM0530

0.0657

-6.7240

22.1000

0.99776

0.0097

0.0097

0.0003

Average

0.9643

0.9621

0.0348

Standard deviation

0.7254

0.7238

0.0261

Coefficient of variation

75.2283

75.2285

75.2285

Minimum

0.0097

0.0097

0.0003

Maximum

2.2213

2.2162

0.0801

7

7

7

W1 [2]

W2 [2]

0.5157

EU2030

Number of specimens
W1--Weight of specimen in air.
W2--Weight of the specimen - Buoyancy Force (Up thrust)
Water Temp.--Temperature of immersion liquid at time of test.
Water Density at Temp.--Formula generated from a curve fit of pure water densities vs. temp.
Specific Gravity=W1/(W1-W2)
Specimen Density=(Specific Gravity)*(Water Density at Temp.)
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APPENDIX A (continued)
TABLE A.13
POROSITY CALCULATIONS USING THE ASTM D792 DENSITY READINGS
Sample Name

Dry Spec.
Weight [g]

Specimen
Density
[g/mm3]

Specimen Th.
[4]

Specimen
Dia. [4]

Specimen
Vol. [mm3]

Frame
Volume
[mm3]

Volume of
air [mm3]

Porosity [%]

EU1030

0.5157

776.8852

25.4000

30.00

17954.2

0.000664

17954.20

99.999996303

EU2030

1.0686

657.0799

50.8000

30.00

35908.4

0.001626

35908.40

99.999995471

EU0560

1.0778

709.1045

12.7000

60.00

35908.4

0.001520

35908.40

99.999995767

EU1060

2.1067

750.3658

25.4000

60.00

71816.8

0.002808

71816.81

99.999996091

GL1030

1.6373

2216.2376

25.4000

30.00

17954.2

0.000739

17954.20

99.999995885

MF1030

0.1506

1615.7211

25.4000

30.00

17954.2

0.000093

17954.20

99.999999481

PM0530

0.0657

9.6548

12.7000

30.00

8977.1

0.006805

8977.09

99.999924197

Average

29496.19

0.00

29496.19

100.00

Standard deviation

21189.44

0.00

21189.44

0.00

71.84

111.82

71.84

0.00

Minimum

8977.10

0.00

8977.09

100.00

Maximum

71816.81

0.01

71816.81

100.00

7

7

7

7

Coefficient of variation

Number of specimens
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APPENDIX B

THE SUMMARY OF PROPERTY COMPARISON
In. Eq. Fluid

In. Poroelastic

Direct Method

1.200

1.000

POROSITY

0.800

0.600

0.400

0.200

0.000
In. Eq. Fluid

EU05X EU05X EU10X EU10X EU20X EU20X PM10X PM10X MF10X MF10X MF10X FG05X FG05X FG10X FG10X FG20X FG20X GL10X GL10X
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
XSE
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
XS1
XS2
0.980 0.980 0.894 0.894
0.85
0.85
0.894 0.894 0.999 0.999 0.996 0.996 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.899 0.899

In. Poroelastic

0.999

0.970

0.999

0.999

0.834

0.807

0.934

0.815

0.727

0.700

0.700

0.999

0.700

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.955

0.882

0.999

Direct Method

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.794

0.794

SAMPLE NAME

Figure B.1: Comparison of the porosity values obtained from the inverse and direct measurements
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APPENDIX B (continued)

DATA COMPARISON OF TORTUOSITY VALUES OF DIRECT METHOD AND INVERSE
POROELASTIC AND EQUIVALENT FLUID(1 TH. & 3 TH.) METHODS
In. Eq. Fluid - 1 Th

In. Poroelastic

Direct Method

In. Eq. Fluid - 3 Th

2.500

TORTUOSITY

2.000

1.500

1.000

0.500

0.000
In. Eq. Fluid - 1 Th

EU05XXS1 EU05XXS2 EU10XXS1 EU10XXS2 EU20XXS1 EU20XXS2 FG05XXS1 FG05XXS2 FG10XXS1 FG10XXS2 FG20XXS1 FG20XXS2
1.684
1.684
1.781
1.781
1.180
1.180
1.019
1.019
1.000
1.000
1.014
1.014

In. Poroelastic

1.677

1.732

1.653

1.693

1.543

2.200

1.032

1.000

Direct Method

1.676

1.658

1.425

1.532

1.329

1.286

1.272

1.143

In. Eq. Fluid - 3 Th

1.549

1.549

1.549

1.549

1.549

1.549

1.011

1.011

1.000

1.000

1.014

1.070

1.011

1.011

1.011

1.011

SAMPLE NAME

Figure B.2: Comparison of the tortuosity values obtained from the inverse (eq. fluid 1 and 3 thickness) and direct measurements
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APPENDIX B (continued)

DATA COMPARISON OF FLOW RESISTIVITY VALUES OF DIRECT METHOD AND
INVERSE POROELASTIC AND EQUIVALENT FLUID(1 TH. & 3 TH.) METHODS
In. Eq. Fluid - 1 Th

In. Poroelastic

Direct Method

In. Eq. Fluid - 3 Th

90000

FLOW RESISTIVITY (PA.S /M^2)

80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
In. Eq. Fluid - 1 Th

EU0560S1
17639

EU0560S2
17639

EU1060S1
29678

EU1060S2
29678

EU2060S1
13190

EU2060S2
13190

FG0560S1
47380

FG0560S2
47380

FG1060S1
20224

FG1060S2
20224

FG2060S1
9146

FG2060S2
9146

In. Poroelastic

16024

19899

17014

17239

21644

20761

55583

81979

22730

20251

9747

20974

Direct Method

20645

22663

28307

32047

17824

18677

36710

35180

25942

23613

17715

16375

In. Eq. Fluid - 3 Th

20169

20169

20169

20169

20169

20169

25583

25583

25583

25583

25583

25583

SAMPLE NAME

Figure B.3: Comparison of the floe resistivity values obtained from the inverse (eq. fluid 1 and 3 thickness) and direct measurements
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APPENDIX B (continued)

DATA COMPARISON OF POROSITY VALUES OF DIRECT METHOD AND INVERSE
POROELASTIC AND EQUIVALENT FLUID(1 TH. & 3 TH.) METHODS
In. Eq. Fluid - 1 Th

In. Poroelastic

Direct Method

In. Eq. Fluid - 3 Th

1.200

1.000

POROSITY

0.800

0.600

0.400

0.200

0.000
In. Eq. Fluid - 1 Th

EU05XXS1 EU05XXS2 EU10XXS1 EU10XXS2 EU20XXS1 EU20XXS2 FG05XXS1 FG05XXS2 FG10XXS1 FG10XXS2 FG20XXS1 FG20XXS2
0.980
0.980
0.894
0.894
0.85
0.85
0.996
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

In. Poroelastic

0.999

0.970

0.999

0.999

0.834

0.807

0.999

0.700

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.955

Direct Method

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.902

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.828

0.828

In. Eq. Fluid - 3 Th

0.908

0.908

0.908

0.908

0.908

0.908

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.999

SAMPLE NAME

Figure B.4: Comparison of the porosity values obtained from the inverse (eq. fluid 1 and 3 thickness) and direct measurements
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APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODE FOR SEMI-PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS FOR SOUND
ABSORPTION CALCULATIONS
%p = 1; % "p" pressure of the incoming wave
%P=1; % "P" pressure of the outgoing wave
%Va = 1; % "Va" Volume of air not locked with in the frame
%Vb = 1; % "Vb" Volume of the frame
%Cp = 1; % Specific Heat per unit mass at constant pressure
%Cv = 1; % Specific Heat at Constant Volume
%VT=Va+Vb; % "VT" Total Volume of the porous material
%alphaomega1 = 1; % Dynamic Tortuosity
%alphaomega2 = 1; % Dynamic Tortuosity
X = 1; %Selection
% X is the required model, type the respective number to run the model required
% JCA = 1 % Johnson-Champoux-Allard Model
% JCAL = 2 % Johnson-Champoux-Allard-Lafarge Model
% JCAPL = 3 % Johnson-Champoux-Allard-Pride-Lafarge Model
% DB = 4 % Delany-Beazley Model
% DBM = 5 % Delany-Beazley-Miki Model
% W =6 % Wilson's Model
%Given Parameters
P0 = 1.01325*(10^5) ; % Air Pressure
rho0 = 1.21; % Density pf the saturated fluid
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APPENDIX C (continued)
c0=343; % Speed of Sound in air
h=100*(10^-3); % Thickness of the porous layer
B2=0.71; % Prandtl Number
y = 1.4; %Cp/Cv; % Specific Heat Ratio
sigma = 10500; % Flow resistivity = 8*n/(porosity * R^2)
n=1.8*(10^(-5)); % Viscosity
f=(0:3000); % Frequency
phi= 0.37; % Va/VT; % Porosity (Open Porosity)
alphainfinity = 1.37; % Classical Tortuosity
alphazero1 = 2.35; % Static Viscous Tortuosity
alphazero2 = 2.65; % Static Thermal Tortuosity
%Physical Property Calculations
omega = 2*pi*f; % Angular frequency
%d1 =((8*n*alphainfinity)/(sigma*phi))^1/2 *(1/c); % viscous characteristic length. “c”
parameter close to 1
%d =(8*n*alphainfinity/(sigma*phi))^0.5 ; % viscous characteristic length for a circular cross
section cylindrical
d = 240*(10^(-6)); %Viscous Characteristic Length
D = 470*(10^(-6)); %Thermal Characteristic Length
%q(omega) = n*phi/(1i*omega*rhoomega); % Viscous Permeability
q0 = n/sigma; % Static Viscous Permeability
%Q0 = 1; %Static Thermal Permeability
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APPENDIX C (continued)
%Under the hypothesis that the bulk modulus is like the one in circular cross-sectional shaped
pores
Q0= (phi*D^2)/8; % Static Thermal Permeability
%q0 = 1.23*(10^(-10));
%Q0= 5*(10^(-10));
v = n/rho0;
V = v/(B2);
% Pride Model Parameters
m = 8*q0*alphainfinity/(phi*d^2);
b = m/(4*((alphazero1/alphainfinity)-1));
M = 8*Q0/(phi*D^2);
B = M/(4*(alphazero2-1));
% The Calculations of the sound absorption of the porous media.
% g and G are transition functions related to angular frequency
% The expression in the Johnson Model
g1=(1+(((2.*alphainfinity.*q0/(phi.*d)).^2)*(1i.*omega./v))).^0.5;
% The expression for the Champoux-Allard Model
G1=(1+(((D./4).^2).*(1i.*omega./V))).^0.5;
% The expression in the simplified Lafarge Model
G3=(1+((2.*Q0./phi.*D).^2).*(1i.*omega./V)).^0.5;
% The expression for the Pride Model
g2=1-b+(b.*(1+(((2.*alphainfinity.*q0/(b.*phi.*d)).^2).*(1i.*omega./v))).^0.5);
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APPENDIX C (continued)
G2=1-B+(B.*(1+(((2.*Q0./(B.*phi.*D)).^2)*(1i.*omega./V))).^0.5);
%Dynamic Tortuosity and the permeability relate
%q(omega)=(v*phi)/(1i*omega*alphaomega1);
6/27/19 12:29 AM C:\Us...\Semi_phenomenological_models.m 3 of 6
%Q(omega)=(V*phi)/(1i*omega*alphaomega2);
%rho(omega) = rho0*alphaomega1; % Effective Density and Tortuosity
%K(omega) = P0/(1-(y-1)/(y*alhaomega2)); % Bulk Modulus and Tortuosity
%R=P/p; % Refection Coefficient
%alpha=1-R^2; %sound absorption coefficient
%Semi-phenomenological models
%"Johnson-Champoux-Allard Model"
RJCA=rho0.*(alphainfinity + ((v.*phi)/(1i.*q0))*(g1./omega)); % effective density
H1=((V.*phi)./(1i.*Q0)).*(G1./omega);
KJCA=(y.*P0)./(y -((y-1)./(1+H1))); % Bulk Modulus
Zc1=(KJCA.*RJCA).^0.5; % Characteristic Impedance of the fluid
k1=omega.*(RJCA./KJCA).^0.5; % Complex wave number
Zs1 = -1i*(Zc1./phi).*cot(k1.*h);
R1 = (Zs1-(rho0.*c0))./(Zs1+(rho0.*c0));
alpha1 = 1-((abs(R1)).^2);
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB CODE FOR BIOT-ALLARD POROELASTIC MODEL FOR SOUND
ABSORPTION CALCULATIONS
T = 18; % Temperature of the air in Celsius
P0 = 1.0132*(10^5); % Atmospheric pressure
r0 = 1.213; % Density of the fluid
r1= 31; % Density of the solid frame
c0 = 342.2; % Speed of sound
y = 1.4; % The Specific Heat ratio
B = 0.71; % Prandtl Number
n = 1.84*(10^(-5)); % Viscosity
n1=0.055; % Loss Factor
h = 0.016; % Thickness of the poroelastic layer
phi =0.97; % Porosity
sigma = 87000; % Flow Resistivity
a_in= 2.52; % Tortuosity
d = 37*(10^(-6)); % Viscous characteristic length
D = 119*(10^(-6)); % Thermal characteristic length
v = 0.3; % Poisson's coefficient
N =(55*(1+(1i*v)))*1000; % Shear Modulus
%E = G*2*(1+v); % Young's Modulus
f= (0:10:10000); % Frequency
w=(2*pi*f); % Angular Frequency
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APPENDIX D (continued)
% Mass coupling factors
r12 = -phi*r0*(a_in-1);
r22 =(phi*r0)-r12;
r11 = r1 - r22;
%Viscous Coupling parameter
b = (sigma*(phi^2)).*(1+((1i.*4.*(a_in^2).*n.*r0.*w)./((sigma^2)*(d^2)*(phi^2)))).^0.5;
% The coefficients
R11 = r11 -(1i.*b./w);
R12 = r12 +(1i.*b./w);
R22 = r22 -(1i.*b./w);
% Compressibility modulus of the fluid contained in the material pores
Hf = 1./(1+((8*n)./(1i.*(D^2).*r0.*B.*w)).* (1+((1i.*(D^2) .*r0.*B.*w))./(16.*n)).^0.5);
%l= (8*n)./(1i.*(D^2).*r0.*B.*w);
%t= (1+((1i.*(D^2).*r0.*B.*w))./(16.*n)).^0.5;
%Hf = 1./(1+(l.*t));
%Rs=Hf1/Hf;
Kf = (y.*P0)./(y - ((y-1).*Hf)); % Compressibility modulus of the solid frame
(in a vacuum)
%Kb = E./ (3* (1-(2.*v)));
Kb = (N*(2*(1+v)))/(3*(1-(2*v))); % Elasticity coefficients
%N = (3.*Kb.*(1-(2.*v)))./(2.*(1+v));
P = ((4/3) .* N) + Kb + ((((1-phi)^2)/phi).*Kf);
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APPENDIX D (continued)
Q = (1-phi).* Kf;
R = phi.*Kf;
% Effective density defined in the case of the equivalent fluid
G = (1+((1i.*4.*(a_in^2).*n.*r0.*w)./((sigma^2)*(d^2)*(phi^2)))).^0.5;
7/2/19 11:42 PM C:\Users\dilan\OneDrive\Attachments\B... 2 of 3
r2 = (a_in.*r0).*( 1- ((1i.*sigma.*phi.*G)/(r0.*a_in.*w)));
S= (((P.*R22)+(R.*R11)-(2.*Q.*R12)).^2) - (4.*(((P.*R)-(Q.^2)).*((R11.*R22)-(R12.^2))));
%k1 and the k2 are the wave numbers of the two compressional waves
k1 = sqrt(((w.^2)./(2.*((P.*R)-(Q.^2)))).*((P.*R22)+(R.*R11)-(2.*Q.*R12)-sqrt(S))); %
Characteristic wavenumbers
k2 = sqrt(((w.^2)./(2.*((P.*R)-(Q.^2)))).*((P.*R22)+(R.*R11)-(2.*Q.*R12)+sqrt(S))); %
Characteristic wavenumbers
k3 = sqrt(((w.^2)./N).*(((R11.*R22) - (R12.^2))./R22));
% The ratio between the speed of wave in fluid and speed of wave in solid
mu1 = ((P.*(k1.^2))-((w.^2).*R11))./(((w.^2).*R12)-(Q.*(k1.^2)));
mu2 = ((P.*(k2.^2))-((w.^2).*R11))./(((w.^2).*R12)-(Q.*(k2.^2)));
%mu1 = ((Q.*(k1.^2))-((w.^2).*R12))./(((w.^2).*R22)-(R.*(k1.^2)));
%mu2 = ((Q.*(k2.^2))-((w.^2).*R12))./(((w.^2).*R22)-(R.*(k2.^2)));
%L2=mu1./mu11
%L3=mu2./mu22
mu3 = -(R12./R22);
Zf1 = (R+(Q./mu1)).*(k1./(phi.*w)); % Characteristic Impedance of the poroelastic medium
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APPENDIX D (continued)
Zf2 = (R+(Q./mu2)).*(k2./(phi.*w)); % Characteristic Impedance of the poroelastic medium
Zs1 = (P+(Q.*mu1)).*(k1./w); % Characteristic Impedance of the Poroelastic Fluid
Zs2 = (P+(Q.*mu2)).*(k2./w); % Characteristic Impedance of the Poroelastic Fluid
%RT = R11 - (R12./R22); % Effective Density
%RP=RT/r2;
Dmr = ((1-phi+(phi.*mu2)).*(Zs1 - ((1-phi).*Zf1.*mu1)).*tan(k2.*h))+ ((1phi+(phi.*mu1)).*((Zf2.*mu2.*(1-phi)) - Zs2).*tan(k1.*h));
Zs = ((-1i.*((Zs1.*Zf2.*mu2)-(Zs2.*Zf1.*mu1)))./Dmr); %Surface Impedance
Z0 = r0*c0; % Characteristic Impedance of the fluid
Rr =(((Zs-Z0)./(Zs+Z0)));
alpha = 1-(abs(((Zs-Z0)./(Zs+Z0)))).^2; % Sound Absorption Coefficient
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